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THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1919
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Resolve To Buy Something Useful This Year
MAKE YOUR GIFT SOMETHING
furniture. The thought and the gift itself are more enjoyed by the recipient because it is something they can share
with each other. Let us help you make your home beautiful and comfortable, and to help you do this we have furnishings for every room in the house that will make suitable gifts for every member of the family. You will be

satisfied with the style, the quality and the price. We are
offering just the following suggestion which include only
a few of the appropriate things we have in stock from
which to make a Christmas present selection:
There is something delightfully unselfish about gifts of

Wardrobe Trunks
Office Desks
and Tables
Matting Boxes
Ladies' Desks
Dressing Tables
Steel Folding Beds

Rugs and Linoleum
Leather Rockers
Cedar Chests
Parlor Lamps
Child Beds
Nufold Suites
Kitchen Cabinets

Baby Buggies
Bed Room Suites
Library Suites
Dining Room Suites
Blankets
Pillows
Comforts

FOR THE HOME

4

Fibre Rockers
Medicine Cabinets
High Chairs
Child's Rockers

Breakfast Tables
Wardrobes
Ivory Beds
Ivory Dressers
Heating Stoves
Oil Cook Stoves
Coal Cook Stoves

Ostamour Mattresses
Bed Springs
Sectional Book Cases

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Company
208-210-212-2-

South Main Street

14

Selections made now may be reserved and delivered anytime before Christmas.
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AND BEFORE

CHRISTMAS,
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To hide behind a screen an' wait
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Well.ChrictmasEve.thisboyleton

V.t he was sound asleep,
An1 when he knowed the rest had
gone

To bed, he went
Down stairs

an' giaciousl

watcha think!

lie run

against him

Old Santa,

yes-si-

r

'n

smackl
quick as

wink
TLr.t boy

'uz in his pack.

An' ever since that toy has been
Strapped up an' has to go
With Santa, fer just that one sin,
Through miles of ice an' snow;
An' you bet I ain't gonna take
Nochanctlikethat

notquitel

Ytu'll find 'at I won't be awake
Y.lien Santa comes
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Then Tom faded peacefully from
view.
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Till Santa come around,

Without a word or sound.
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My dad sezonce tlicy lived a boy
'Us bound that he would see

Then watch him waitin' to
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CHRISTMAS REBORN

My
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Old Santa Claus
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C'hilihen lute years ain't lui n uetlln' all
they writ liitu fur,
l''or Ills work was liilerlei'il with by the
horrors nf the w:ir;
Cut the war Is ilmie ami i ihIcJ, and we've
Kot to rise ami i;o
All the Balls fur thin here i'hrlsima
that
we ever nseil to klinu
,
Out tr, ilt, niir Klinpiihi' ..ilv', ami cne"Rh
for years itoue hv;
Gnl to hrliii hink K.nilii riaiis nail K"t
the Chtistnias tree. n'i' try
To f'HKet thai Ilute nut haired la the
u'imIiI, an' Kiiet an
(lot In do our sli'iiiin' liniv and hrliihtcn
up the eninin' yenrs.
-- Juihl M'.nlinnr Lewis.

ESPECIALLY

AFTER

CHRISTMAS.

LLECTRIC PERCOLATORS

ELEOTRiaORILLS
ELECTRIC IRON,
--WESTERN ELECTRIC
WASHER
ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES
ELECTRIC RANGES
ELECTRÍC-ROOHEATERS EXXCTSIO CURLINC IKONS
ROUND OAK RAIT vil 3
ROUND OAK HEATERS
FLASH LIGHTS
POCKET KNIVES
RAZORS AND SHEAE3
GLASSWARE
QUEENSWARE
HOT-POIN-

T

M

SILVERWARE
BOYS WAGONS
BICYCLES

Christmas.
It is a Messed thlnu to helleve In
ClirMin.is and nil that It means. It
Is a hlpsxed Ihlnu to lip uhle to hear
the koiih "f the heavenly visitors. It
hiiM
nvcr sounded sweeter; never
more neeessary, never more full of
hope find pro'iiise.
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L. ANSEL WHITE COMPANY

CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS
4

J

We muke a specialty of Field
s
Surveys, Appruinals and
C'onnul-talion-

on New Mexico

Aer'.'ae, 4

113 South Main Street
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.
4

Miss It(iniiintliiie You iihI, before
mnrrliiKe you pny coinpllii,igi hut
Rfter
Mr. Wine We pny the bill

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 12, NUMBER 26.

CLOVI3. NEW MEXICO, TMURSDAY, DECCMiEK
PRESIDENT MAY NOT PUT
ROADS BACK NEW YEAR

OF

The annuit
fing of the Curry
County Farm Bureau was held at the
High School Building last Saturday.
The day was very cold and not as
large a crowd was present as would
have heen had the weather been more
favorable. The day was spent in discussing subjects of interest to the
Inrmers or the comity. At noon ft
lunch was served which wus prepared
by the domestic science pupils of the
Clovis High School.
The following officors were elected to serve the Bureau dining the
coming year:
Presidort Will H. Paltison.
Vice President Wm. A. Browncll
of St. Vrain.
.

Secretary-Tivnsu-

r

í;

Mifl.

V.

C.

Stwd.
Together with the afficers an ex
ecutive committee- is made up of men
who are leaders of the various pro
jects and those elected for these positions are as follows:
I. L. Cone of Pleasant Hill, lender
of the Telephone project.
Clayton Reed of Route A, Clovis,
leader of the Elevator and Warehouse project.
George Brown, Bellview, leader of
the Hail Insurance project.
C. C. Doris, Enterprise, leader of
,
the Field Crop project.
Mrs. C. H. DcLozier, Pleasant ITI1I,
leader of the Home Economics project.
Mr. S. J. Wright, Texico, leader
of the Boys' and Girls' Club project.
FREE CHRISTMAS SHOW TÓ
TO BE CIVEN AT LYCEUM
Bros, of the Lyceum
Hardwlck
Theatre will be hosts to the entire
free picture show to be
public at
given on Christmas morning, commencing at 10:00 o'clock. For the
past several years it has been the
custom of the Lyceum to give this
free Christmas morning picture show
and the house is always packed to
overflowing far all realize that they
A pleasing program
are welcome.
will
be offered at this Christmas
forenoon show.
OLD TIME CONDUCTOR
VISITS' IN CLOVIS

Tom Burnsworth, one of the first
conductors to run a train into Clovis,
was in town this week shaking hands
with old friends. A. E. Curren, who
established the Clovis News, says
Mr. Burnsworth was conductor on the
train that brought his plant into town
This was before train service was
coming into Clois, but Mr. Burns
worth was conductor on a work train
that through courtesy . hauled the
plant from Texico, to which point it
had been shipped.
PREPARING

FOR CENSUS

C. P. Suthera, with the U. S. Ccn
tus Department has been here this
week getting census enumerators for

Corrjr County. Rev. I. N. Jett and
Vis Gladys L. Matthews will take
the enumeration for Clovis. W. J.
Curren will take the census for Pre
cinct No. 1, outside of Clovis.

THE MIRACLE MAN"

TO'

Washington, Dec. 17. President
Wilson's mind is still open on the
question of returning the railroads to
private ownership, Secretary Tumulty
today told a delegation representing
union labor and some farmer's organ
izations which called at the White
House to present a letter asking the
executive to delay return of the roads
for two years.
This was the first authoritative expression on the subject which had
come from administration
quarters
since the president informed congress
last Muy (hut he planned to relinquish
federal control by January 1. The
president, Mr. Tumulty said, would
be glad to get the views of the lubor
und farmer representatives, who insisted that a fair test of government
operation in peace time should be
given.
While the delegation was at the
White House the senate was speeding
up cotmuleartion of the Cummins railroad bill and apparently was nearing
a final vote. Under the measure the
roads would bo returned to their own-el'- s
within thirty days after the bill
became a law.
BARNUM WAS RIGHT)
ONE IS BORN
EVERY MINUTE
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 17. Charles
Johnson, 65, farmer living at West
Sulem, was in Cleveland today with
a reserved seat ticket so as to be in
the front row when the world came
to an end.
After going to a house where the
"beginning of the end" was to be
t
staged and finding that no one there
had even heard the end was at hand,
Johnson complained to the police.
"Two men came to me last Saturday and sold me a reserved scat for
$15," he said.
COAL STRIKE COST
AMERICA $126,000,000
Columbui, Ohio, Dec. 16. Loss to
States on account of the
recent coal strike amounted to ap
proximately $120,000,000, according
to W. D. McKinney, secretary of the
Southern Ohio coul exchange.
Additional loss to railroads from
curtailed service and to industries
forced to shut down on account of
the fuel situation, could not be esti
mated and no allowance therefore is
made in the estimate, Mr. McKinney
stated.
The miners were the greatest losers
in the strike, Mr. McKinney's figures
showed sixtv million dollars was
his cstimuto of their losses in wages,
tho United

The News notes from tho Allinnco,
Neb., Herald that Rufus Jones who
was formerly secretary of the Chamber of Commerce here has been re
tained as secretary of the Alliance
Commercial Club for another year.,
Mr. Jones, the Herald states was re
cently offered the secretaryship of
the Board of City Development at
Amarillo but declined the offer to
stay with hit Nebraska work. Mr.
Jones's many frionds in Clovlt will
be glad to konw that he it making
good in hit work at Alliance.
WOMAN'S CLUB
The meeting of the Woman's Club
from Tuesday Dec.
16th, to Tuesday, Dec. 23rd, which
meeting will be a musical at the honto
of Mrt. A. W. Hockenhull. The open-In- g
of the club will be devoted to
transaction of business of the postponed meeting.

IS SOME SHOW wat postponed

"The Miracle Man" shown at the
Lyceum Wednesday and Thursday of
this week, la all that has been said of
it and more too. It ii wonderful
picture produced by splendid acton,
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Official Paper of U. S. La'nd Office

SENTENCE

MISSIONARY SOCIETY
The Church and Missionary Society
of the Presbyterian church will meet
Thursday afternoon of this week at

Federal Judge Landis sen- the home ii Mrs. John Hilgartner,
tenced Samuel C. Pandolfo, or- - 4 310 North Merriwothor Street.
ganlzer and head of the Pan 4
Motor Company, of St. Cloud,
Mr. Farmer, you are likely to be
Minn., convicted of using the
planning to have a public tale this
mails to defraud to serve ten 4 fall. If to, let the Newt print your
years In the Federal Pentinten- sale bills. We will give you prompt
tiary and fined him $4,000. At- tí
service.
tomeys for Pandolfo gave notice
that the case would be appealed 4
Lee Hall of Mangum, Okla., is visto the United States Circuit
iting his sister, Mrs. J. C. Nelson.
Court of Appeals at once.
Lots of good used heaters, Clovit

44444444444444444

Furniture

Co.

TO

1

D. W. Jones has resigned his position as district engineer with the
State Highway Department, effective
January 1st, to accept the position of
secretary to the Chamber of Commerce in Clovis. Mr. Jones' successor has not yet been named. The
News feels sure that Mr. Jones is
going to do much effective work for
Clovis as he has done in the road
work during the past few years.

MELROSE FOLKS ARE
INTERESTED IN OIL
Dr. J. D. Lynch and Rev. B. H. Ox
ford of Melrose were Clovis visitors
Friday of lust week. These men are
enthusiastic over the oil prospects
near their town and think the next
six months will see some actual devel
opment.
MARRIED WEDNESDAY
Miss Noma Jane McDuniels and
Robert T. Short were married at the
home of the bride, near Farwell, last
Wednesduy uftcrnoon. Minister J. H.
the marriage
Shrpard performing
ceremony.

JM

$1.50 PER YEAR
GERARD NOT CAND'DATE IF
WILSON SHOULD RUN AGAIN

JOIN'S 110

1SSDHE5ECBE-TIRTSH- IP

JftNUAHY

18, 1813

CONCERT

Johnson's Band will give a public
recital at the high school auditorium
on Friday night of this week. A
variol program has been prepared
that, will be of interest to all. The
proceeds will go toward purchasing
new uniforms for the band and this
is the first of a ser'cs of four entertainments that will be given this win-

ter.
ELKS TO ACT SANTA
CLAUS AS USUAL
As usual the Elks Lodge Is preparing to furnish Christmas Cheer for
the needy of Clovis. A committee has
tho matter in charge and groceries
and necessities will be furnished a3
has been the custom each year here
since the lodge was organized.

STORES OPEN

EVENINGS

New York, Dec. 16. James W.
Gerard, formerly ambassador to Germany, announced today that he would
not be a candidate for the democratic
nomination for president if President
Wilson should seek a third term. He
has so telegrapheded ti his friends in
South Dakota, where a minority democratic nomination petition has been
filed ip his behalf.
The filing of the petition, he said,
"was merely a precautionary measure
so that he would get South Dakota's
vote on the first three roll calls in the
convention if President Wilson should
not run again, and if no other minority petition is filed. The state democratic proposal meeting, endorsed the
president for a third term.
If no minority petition at all was
filed, Mr. Gerard expluincd, and if
the president should not be a candi
date, the chairman of the proposal
meeting would designate for whom
the vote of the state's delegates would
be cast in the convention.
"And," Mr. Gerard addes, "there
was no reason why I should not per
mit that to happen."

To accommodate the late Christ
mas shoppers the dry goods stores
that usually observe a closing hour
of six o'clock in the evening will bo MAXIMUM
open for an extra two hours.

7

Ex-Go-

Bell & Stewart.
returned the latter
part of last week from a business trip
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Nelson will be
to Fort Worth and Wichita Falls,
hosts to the Thursday Evening Auc
Texas.
tion Club this week.
A. E. Curren

Lieut. G. R. Pond of El Paso, who
Misses Maye and
will
the Naval Air Service, wat in
leave
Friday for Panons, Kansas, to
Clovis last week visiting with the local
visit relatives during the holidays.
recruiting officer.
Anna-O'Nea-

is with

l

Mrs. Felix Mandell and children
Hpbert R. Miller made a business
trip to Amarillo the first of the week returned the first of the week from
Chicago, where they have been visitand brought home a new two-to- n
ing for tome time.
'
Nash truck.
Rev. L. L. Kyle preached at
Mrs. V. V. Knowlcs, formerly with
Co., has accept
last Sunday morning and
ed a position as saleslady with W. I. night. Ho filled the pulpit of Rev.
Nix, who is away.
Luikart & Company.

Jackman Dry Goods

E. H. Hurd, proprietor of the Clo
Porkint Patton returned the first
of the week from Albuquerque, where vis Bakery hat recently purchased a
he hat been attending the University new home in the Liebelt Addition
to spend Christmas with his parents. from Mn. L. P. Simpkinson.

The local Praetorian lodge hat re
Mist Alice Martin, who it attendceived word of the death of W. J. ing the Normal University at Lai
Hastings, who formerly lived here. Vegat, will return Sunday to spend
Mr. Hastings lived In Texaa and died the holidayi with home folks.
on the 6th of thlt month.
B. H. Oxford of Melrose wat a
Mr. Emll F. Greening and Miss Clovit visitor Tuesday. Mr. Oxford
Jlnnie Mae Shepherd of Rotwell were tayt there it going to be much oil
married at the home of Rev. Ted P, prospecting around Melrose during
Holifield at 9:30 o'clock on Wednes- the coming year.
day morning of thit week. Mr. Holi
field performed the ceremony.
Don't forget that lease while they
are cheap. New Mexico it to be the
Mrt. B. L Hawk and children of next big oil field. Bell & Stewart.
Grady, who have been viaiting at tho
home of Mr. and Mrt. Louis P. J.
tpent several dayt in Melrose
Mist Lillian Patton, who la atlast week visiting at the home of Dr. tending the Univenity at Albuquerand Mrt. J. D. Lynch.
que will return Sunday to spend the
holidays with home folka.
The Clovit Union Laundry officer! announce that their machinery
Notice to Farmers Quote me price
has arrived for equipping the new on car load (60,000 lbs.,) of threshed
laundry they intend to etart here, maize in sacks,' F. O. B., Clovit. C.
Tho company is now planning to V. Forbes, Route 1, Onterlo, Califorerect a building at the corner of nia.
Grand and Connelly.
Lawson Howell of El Paso is visitWe have secured the agency for ing hit parents, Mr. and Mn. W.
for the Cleveland Tractor Co. and Howell. Mn. Howell will arrive later
can deliver threshing outfits at once, to spend the holidays here with relaRemember we will have a public dem tives.
onstration on Tuesday, Dec. 23, if
Miller-Nas- h
Judge and Mrs. Reese and Mn, J.
the weather permita.
Motor Co., J. F. Sellen, Sales Man A. Hall of Portales were shopping
in Clovit Thursday.
lte
ager, Clovis, N. M.
Mat-terso- n,

Knowledge of the fact that Dr.
Austin D. Crile has resigned the
presidency of the New Mexico college
of agriculture and mechanical arta
will come as a disappointing

surprise

to the people of the state. But tuch
is the fact. The school never was to
prosperous as now and never doing
so much good.

The resignation wat
due partly to illness in Dr. Crile's
family and partly to the fact that he
believes that he can carry on some
experiments on a farm near Roswell
on his own account that will be of
grctt
to tho state and at the
same time he financially quite beneficial to himself. Dr. Crile's relations
to the board of regents and to the
faculty and students of the school
nre and have been perfectly harmonious.
It is not definitely known who will
be Dr. Crile's successor. The resignation will not become effective until
March 1, that date being selected in
order that the successor may have
STANDING
opportunity to make plans for the
ARMY TO BE 280.00C next year.

Washington, Dec. 17. Rejection
by house and senate military commit
tees of war department proposals for
a regular army of 576,000 officers
and men appeared practically certain
when Chairman Wadsworth
J) tonight
predicted that the senate committee
Lind&ey of Portales wat a would fix the strength of the force at
J. Z. Isler was in from Cameron
Clovit visitor
about 280,000. The house committee
Tuesday after coal.
hat already agreed tentatively on
Mrs. John Barry visited in AmarSam Chamben hat recently pur similar program.
"There it no question," said Sena
illo Monday of this week.
chased
new Nash
tor Wadsworth, "that the senate com
car.
mlttee in its present frame of mind
The Young Matrons Bridge Club
will
not fix the number at more than
will meet next week with Mn. Oscar
H. Bell has purchased the interest
Dobbs.
of Arthur Jump in the Stewart Land 280,000 and may possibly cut the
number more than that"
Company.
Engineer "Nig" Withers has reSANTA FE WILL
turned to Clovit after having been
820 acres fine land improved, 3
BUILD BIG HOTEL
away for some time.
miles of Clovis. Price $25 per acre.

PERSONAL MENTION

1. & U. COLLEGE

EASTERN STAR
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

The Order of the Eastern Star had
its annual election of officers Friday
night, Dec. 12th. Owing to the cold
weather there were only twenty-eigmembers present. The following were named to serve the order
during the coming year:
Mn. W. H. Taylor, Worthy Matron.
Mr. Bert Lashier, Worthy Patron.
Miss Mildred Whiting, Associate
Matron.
Mn. L. L. Walker, Secretary.
Mn.E. H. Ashcraft, Conductress.
Mn. Fred McLaughlin, Associate
Conductress.
The appointed officen have not
been filled to date.
Santa Fe has just finished putting
SECRETARY.
over a drive to build a big $200,000
hotel. The funds were all raised by CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS
stock being subscribed by the citizens
MUST GET BUSY
of the state capital. Clovis certainly
needs larger hotel facilities at this
There are just five more dayt to
time. It is said that there is never a do the Christmas shopping and it be
night in Clovis but that people are hooves the late Christmas shopper to
turned away from local hotels on ac- get a hustle on himself now or he
count of their not being room to take is going to find himself left at the
care of them. Why couldn't Clovis post without any presents to give his
put over just such a plan as Santa Fe friends. Clovis merchants are doing
has done?
a big business this week and there
are several more big days coming.
TO BUILD RECTORY
You can get better service during
these remaining t'ays if you will do
The Catholic Church at this place your shopping during the morning
will build a rectory in the near future houn.
"
and the priest in charge of the work
here and the towns surrouning
MARIE LUIKART HOSTESS
will make his home in Clovis instead
of at Roswell as he is at present. The
Mario, little daughter of Mr. and
building will be a modern one and Mn. W. I. Luikart was hostess at a
will be erected on the lots owned by lovely party Friday afternoon of last
the denomination Just south of the week. Garnet that the young folka
church.
enjoy made all happy and time, at
usual on tuch occasions, passed all
DIRECTORY TO BE
too quickly.
Refreshments
were
ISSUED FOR CLOVIS served and each guest received
dainty powder puff at favors.
The city directory of Clovit which
it being compiled by E. C. Esitin it
EARLY NEXT WEEK
nearing completion. Mr. Eastin says
the enumeration will commence at
The Newt will be printed early
once and the directory will be ready next week to that the paper can get
for the public Just at toon at it it to out) county readen before Christ-mpossible to get It completed.
day. It it the plan now to print
the paper Tuesday night and we ask
GRADY MERCHANT WOULD
the assistance
of advertisen ami
HANDLE 'EM ROUGH newt contributon to get all copy in
early at possible.
' Clyde Stanfield of Grady wat In at
town Saturday.
Mr. Stanfield was
LAINC'S GROCERY SOLD
rejoicing over the fact that a man
who rec ntly gave him and some other
Laing't Grocery Company has been
Grady citizens tome bad checkt had sold to I. T. Hals of Clairmore, Okla.
been apprehended in Arizona. Mr. Tho transfer of the business wm
Stanfield says he thinks a good lesson made Thunday of thit week after
should be administered
to several the ttock was invoiced. Mr. Hale la
"bum" check artists and then there an experienced groccrman and has
been in business in Cbirmore for the
would be fewer bad checks given.
past several yenn.
WOODMEN INITIATE
REV. CULPEPPER AND
FAMILY TO WELLINGTON
The Woodmen of the World initiated a number of new memben at
Rev. S. B. Culpepper and family
their meeting Tuesday night. A good
crowd wat present and everyone had left Tuesday morning for Wellington,
a fine time. After the degree work Texas, where Mr. Culpepper hat acall were served with an oyster supper cepted the pastorate of the Baptist
Church.
at the White Cafe.
ht

at

(

AN EMPTY STOCKING

N. M. CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC WILL
and women whose
GIVE RECITAL
CAMERON NEWS
lieadi are sprinkled with grey, you
The Conservatory will present a
upon whose brows are left the deep
furrows of time, do you recall the far number of ita pupils in a recital at
Rev. Crawford has announced to
off Christmas days that seemed to the High School Auditorium on Monbegin a protracted meeting at New
you would never come? But they are day evening at 7 :30 o'clock.
A special feature of the program Hope on Saturday night of this week.
coming faster, ever faster now and it
Walter Dunn and family left Sunmakes you sigh to think how swiftly will be the selections by the ochestra.
The public is invited. Admission free. day for Kentucky, where they went
time is passing.
to spend Christmas with Mn. Dunn's
The older we get the more we love Selection by Orchestra.
" ' V
those beautiful lines of the poet, "The Snowdrop"
Powell parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mcintosh. They
inCITr'
took the train at San Jon.
"Backward, turn backward, oh time
Hilda Wilson
n mn.a
,t
K. '
in your flight, make me a child again "The Jessamine"
Powell
J. W. Shaver and family and Mins
am
just for tonight." But with all the
Francis Beats
j Roxie Brown
took dinner Sunday
longing of the heart you can never "After School" March
Streabbog with Mr. and Mrs. Isler.
again return to the days of happy
Joe Luikart
Justice Leach rented R. N. Sutton's
childhood. The nearest return we -- june noses- Spaulding farm last week and ho is sowing
Carmena Johnson
can ever make to that blissful state is
wheat on a part of it.
;
to make the children around us hup-p- "May Flowers"
Woodward
At his preaching services at New
Ruth Scott
shed sunshine into their lives and
Hope Sunday morning Rev. H. W.
catter joy and gladness abng their "Pearly Dewdrops Polka" Mazwika"
Rodgers was called to be the pastor
pathwny. One of the saddest things
f'.
Birbeck
of the Baptist church at that place
in this world is to see a little child
Ruth Cook
for the ensuing year.
with tear stained cheeks on a Christ- "March and Two-SteZig"
'"
Case Power Farming Machinery !i unequslod.
A Case Threshing rig is pictured above, the
Mrs. Floy Tillman took the train at
mas morning after visiting an empty
Paul
76 years it has won the favor of knowing
0
Case
Kerosene Tractor and Case 32x54
For
Clovis Saturday for Gilmer, Temas,
Elizabeth Riley
stocking.
Thresher, have stood the test of time. Thousands
Oh, the tragodv of it, a
farmers. Wc ffer the latest and best, the reshe
went
to spend Christmas
are in use, always giving satisfaction.
sult of yesrs of experience. With such machinchild weeping over the false promises "Le Fontaine"
Morcean de Solon fwhere
you do not have to do an experira:-utirg- .
ery
with
mother
and
her
relatives.
other
Op.
These
221
sizes are for the large farm. There are
of Santa Claus. He had loved the
Bohn
buy proven machinery.
You
mailer
size
for smaller farms. From the Case
Winnie Dethrage bought Nannie
Aileen Sncllings
old fellow with all his childish heart
So you save.
Line of Threshers and Tractors, we can give you
and had waited so long for his earn- "Poinsetta" Valse
Bilbro Inman's orpan last week. Mrs.
the size you need on your farm, so as to get the
Let us point out Case superiorities, so thst yctt
havinc moved to Clovis some
znost work gt the least cost,
Edith Roberts
ing. Just the night before Christmas
may make comparisons,
time ago, the organ was at the home
hs dreamed that Santa Claus came Selection by Orchestra.
with his sled and reindeers and slip- "Robin's Departure"
Fisher of T. W. Davidson.
Edna Sanders
ped into the house and filled his
T. M. Jordan assisted J. D. CamSudds eron Mondiiy to make a bed for his
stocking as long as it would hold with "Bells of Shandon"
Grace Watson
the very things he had written him to
new truck which he bought at Clovis
Clovis, New Mexico
Off ice 113 South Main St.
i
bring. Would morning never come, "Robin's Return"
Fisher the last of the week.
: i
Irene Spade
would darkness never lift its somber
Phil Mote had the misfortune of
ahadiws and let in the glorious dawn "Rhapsodie Hongioise No. 6".. Liszt getting some teeth dislocated while
Marie Whiteside
of day that he might go to that little
attempting to ride a steer a few days
Beethoven ago.
stocking and feast his eyes upon all "Moonlight Sanata"
Ruth Hyatt
the things that good old Santa Claus
Several of the ladies of this comliad brought him? He goes to sleep Selection by Orchestra.
munity were shopping at Clovis Satagain and dreams that same sweet
urday.
Some of them were: Mrs.
Mr. Farmer, you are likely to be Coral Johnston, Mrs.
dream. He hears the tinkling of
Dunn, Misses
bells. Santa Claus has come at last planning to have a public sale this Ruby and My ra Dunn and Miss
and he can see his smiling jolly old fall. If so, let the Newi print your Blanch Bunch.
face as he bends over his stocking sale bills. We will give you prompt
A large crowd attended the singing
T. W. Davidson and family visited wheat from here to Hereford, Clovis
with his heavy burden of childish service.
G rover Cogdill and family spent
tf at Btrt Sharp's Sunday night.
joyi. He wakes with i start, it is
Lester Davis spent Saturday with Sunday at the home of W. P. Trower. and San Jon; while several are nit' Saturday night with Mrs. M. A.
now broad day light. He leaps from
Job Printing at the News Office.
Harry Woods.
There is a continuous freighting of through with their threshing yet,
Johnston.
bis bed and runs as fast as his little
bare feet will carry him to his little
stocking.
He stares in childish
amazement.
It is empty. Santa
Claus, the good old Santa Claus whom
he had loved as only a child can love,
bad payed him false. Oh, those childish tears, those crystal jewels wrung
from the weeping heart of a child.
All you men and women, all you
who cherish the memory of innocent
childhood, you, crusty old bachelor,
you, know not the heavenly bliss of
parenthood, yon who have never had
your neck encircled by childish arms,
shake off the shackles of old Scrooge,
come go with me and look at the
weeping child sitting by the side of C
f
that empty little rtorHng. Then ?fc
you have brushed the tears from your1
eyes, put your arms around him and j
tell him that Santa Claus still lives m,
nd he has sent you to bring his',- ,
i
i
9
presents ana nil nis .'.11
iuue siocKing 10
Ir
I his little
ouming.
toy lives right in your own town
close tí your own happy home and
can hear the merry laugh and glad
acclaims of Christmas joys coining
from your own dirling children.
Let's all g;t the Chmtmas snirit
and vow within ourselves that no little
child living near u next Christmas
morn will be found weeping by the
aide of an empty little stocking.
Joe Sapping in McGregor Mirror.
All you men
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Only Five More Buying Days
Till Christmas

What

t.tter

Christmas present for

a friend this year than a year's

sub-

scription to the New
Send it to the
folks back yonder. It will be ÍÍ2 letters from Clov'- - and they will appreciate it.
If

If
Phone

its news The News wants
us. No. 97.

There is a wonderful array of beautiful things at our store, appropriate
for each member of the famly that will carry with it a lasting tribute of love.
Jewelry alone can do this. We have a wonderful stock of
Watches
Uraficlet Watches
Diamonds
Diamond Bar Pins
LaVallieres

Brooches
Bracelets

Fountain Pens
Silverware
Kings

Ivory (Joods
Libhy.'sCutdlasH

Cliain Knives
Leal her Ooods

Piikard Ohin.i

Jewelry Novelties
of all kinds.

Vanity Cases
Mesh

Bajs

mm
Where Quality
is the Motto.

Ma.

lJie!:f.jrd

and "Fr.tiy"

in

"The Hoodlum"

in "The
Both l:iui;h g!tter.i.
That's the
program at the Lyceum Christmas
Eve and Chri:'r.ios Day, December
24th and 2T.V.. Matinee Christmas
Day at 3:00. You'll ctrtai-.l- y enjoy

this

,

'

Ar!iu-:l.l-

A Suitable Present
foi EveryMember of

the Family

mí

112 N.MAIN

CLOVIS,

ST.
N. MEX.

prw.m.

tZ

Mr. Wlss--W.

pay the bllH
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community, and a lot of people who
v ill believe anything put out.
The fellow who started this yarn
Recently orno would-b- e
weather ought to be indicted, in our opinion.
shark started a yarn about a lining up We will probably have some weather
of a certain planet on or ubout De- about December 17, but what's new
cember 17, the result of which would about that in the Panhandle of
be to turn us upside down or words to Texas? Hereford Brand.
Established weather
that effect.
agencies agreed as to the peculiar
RECITAL BY PIANO PUPILS
lineup of the planets about thut (lute,
The piano recital given by the Clo- and predicted some ununuM weather,
Department of the
vis Inter-Statbut nothing else.
'Chicago Conservatory of Music la.it
The story grew like a snow-b:iland credulous persons have been Friday night wub well attended in
filled with irif;ht and misgivings as spite of the cold wave. An excellent!
to their future status after December program was boiiutifull y rendered,
Recently the Brand printed a which gavo evidence of a talented
17.
astronomer class that has certainly been well
h
letter from a
to the effect that there was no cause taught.
Miss Orpha M. Applcmnn, Instrucfor alarm, and, outside the possibility
of some unusual wind, rain or snow tor, was highly complimented by the
audience on her success and all look
there was nothing to it.
A day or so ago the story appeared forward to the next recital with much
The program consisted of
again, with variations and spangled interest.
Solos, duets
numbers.
trimmings. This time we are to get a twenty-eigtemperature of 75 degrees below zero, and trios. The members of the class
etc., etc. There always appears to be are Mary Westerfield, Dorothy Mcr-ri- t,
Maxine Nelson, Helen Lashier,
an alarmist sticking around every
Nannie May Searcy, Ella Quante,
Beatrice Eastham, Octa and Alma
Clark, Rebecca Gibson, Madge Shep- ard, Verda Clevinger, Kathcrinc
Buchanan, Esther Heatherly, Eliza
beth Downing, Myrnice and Dorothea
Evelyn
Pearl Saunders,
Bradley,
Taylor, Maurine Hunter, Triplett
Cox, Mrs. John Humphrey, Mrs
Claud Rayburn, Mrs. Albert Walker,
Lorine Rayburn, Melba Whited, Ava
Montgomery, Virginia Jones, VWma
("awllion, Tinnie Joe Duke.
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NOTICE SHOULD BE
SERVED ON JOKERS
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JOHN SHARP BLOWS UP
Hickory Miss., Dec. 14. Senator
John S. Williams, democrat, of Mississippi, declared he would not be a
candidate for
ti the senate in a letter made public today.
"I am disgusted with the whole political situation, especially with the
treatment of International affairs as
if they were questions of party
the senator wrote, "and I would
'rather be dog and bay at the moon'
than to spend one day in the United
States senate after, the expiration of

Lb

Moiday, Dec.
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Since I own 2720 acres of land about 7 miles northwest of the farm I am selling at this sale, and want
to get my land all together, will put up $100.00 cash with the clerk as a guarantee that I will sell at
or reserve, land and cattle as listed herewith. Sale to be held on farm to be sold,
auction, without
9 east and 11 north of Clovis, N. M., 8 east and 2 south of Claud, 8 west
11 miles north of Texico-Farweland 2 north of Bovina, Texas, 18 south of Hollene and 1 east and 2 north of Pleasant Hill School House.
by-bi- d

l,

nn

poll-tics- ,"

'FATTY' AR.BUCKLE
TKe Hayseed
Both Favorites.

"Fatty"

my

Arbuc-1-

;

d
in "The Hayseed" and Mary
Christmas
in "The Hoodlum."
Eve and Christmas Day at the Lyceum. Matinee Christmas Day.

term."

Stove Pipe, Coal, Hods and Fire
Shovels. Phone 72.

Pick-for-

MS n

(Improved)
wheat land, known as the Jim James farm in the best part of Curry County; lays
in New Mexico, just across the Texas line. There is no better well and equipment anywhere. Extra
large succor rod, 2y2 inch galvanized casing, never gives any trouble, best of water. Very good
house and wash room, warm house, newly papered. Good corréis and average barn room and sheds. 53
acres in cultivation, 230 in good curly mosquite pasture. All fenced with 2 and 3 wires. Is choice wheat
land. Has raised 45 bushels of kaffir to the acre, will grow wheat, millet, maize, kaffir, feterita, beans
or anything adapted to this country. Yielded from 30 to 45 bushels to the acre this year. This farm is
surrounded with land which is selling from $30 to $40 per acre, and some have refused $40.00. Several
farms have sold recently for $50.00 an acre within 6 miles. Land to be sold not later than 2 P. M.
Terms on land $1500 cash and balance to suit purcha ser, up to 5 years, at 8 per cent interest.
283 acres of choice

O OATTL
10 head of good Jersey
30 head of good stock cows.

and Durham milk cows.
20 head of good calves.

8 Horses and Mules
1

il
J

four year old hone.

1 four year old extra good saddle horse.
1 three yr. old roan horse, wt 1100, broke gentle.
1 three yr. old roafl filley, wt 1300, with foal
1 two year old gray filley, wt 850, extra nice.
1 filley colt.
old mule, 1ft hands high, well broke.
1 three

jr.

I good mare mule colt

t good iprisj wason; 1 Xlolfet Ustir; 1
SzJOfKaft F&S.h
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a thorough-
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CLOYO

two-wctic- n

harrow; 3

Go-dsti- b;

mentis t ia ca isas oter
0 percent discount fer casa EalsmnststartatlOA U
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bred yeunj man's ityfe.

iW.

Registered Burkshlre Sow, 18 months old,
And her 10 pijs.
'
lOkeadof goodshoaU
1

M
--i

1 good lafcejr
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Ck FfCD Lunch At Noüb
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pure bred Duroc Sow, 10 months old to farrow
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Néws, Thursday, December is.

THB CL6VK

0.

C.

Spetter

Is driving a new
Nash touring car.

leven-paueng-

TIIOMA

UNCE Present

E. R. Hardwick wat a Hereford
visitor Sunday.
S. E. Hill of Havener wag a Clovis
visitor Suturday.

EARLY
SHOP
And Get It At
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

Rugs! Rugs! Rugs! A beautiful as
sortment at Clovis Furniture Co.,
10
successors to R. H. Crook.

The ?xGO.Mj Storo

c,

'

Mr. I.. C. Fcnwick nold his 320
acre farm this week through Reagan
Land and Cuttle Co., to local parties.
Mm. James Dent and daughter

t.w...t
Dert Gore and family.
.A.
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There will be a baptismal service
at the Christian Church Sunday night
after the regular services.
Mrs.

Atwood of Amarillo visited
her son, Wallace Atwood. on North
Connelly last Saturday.
Tr-,f-

GIFTS FOR ANYONE AND EVERYONE ARE
TO BE HAD IN OUR LARGE AND COMPLETE

4

&

iV.". ,..

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Sineleton left
last week for a trip to California,
where they will spend sometime.

jAQammouiú

JirkmflQidure

Mrs. Forest Long and Forest. Jr..
arrived this week from Taris, Tenn.,
where Mrs. Long has been spending

several months with her parents.
H. I.. Hiiinun of I.os Angele, Cal.,
1. E. Hinnian of Rucharían,
Mieh., vi re here lust vi ek attending

STOCK.
Hand Painted Chin, Silverware, Perfumn, ToiUt Water, Cutux
Children's Bookt, Etc.

Sett, Boolc, Biblet, TotamenU,

Columbia
Grafonola

and
;,:.

....

...

i

i

A

i

Y

By C. Gardner

Sullivan-Z- W

ty Lambert Hillyer -

J Thomas

n

,'rin

i

TPS

Bale Ties and Eroom Corn Wire.

Mr. G. T. Redman, nn auto painter
stopped off in Clovis this week to
look about and has concluded to work
with Bert Curlesj.

EL COMEDY

DECEMBER 20th

Stove

Toliith

and

Fire

.

MK and Mrs. B. L. Hawk and chil-dre- n
are visiting in Roswell this week

GET IN

Mr. Hawk returned the first ol the
week from Fprt Worth, Texas, where
he visited relatives.

Reagan Land and Cattle Co.. told
has enróutel
Flu and its after effects ar une
a ne,w
Nash touring CBsafully treated by Osteopathy,, tfa the G. W. Oilcrense farm .1 miles east
of.Clovif'thjryiftek to S,"C. Butcher,1
car
Mr. Eutehcr intends moving on thei
A splendid time to I'pfinruh vnin
k splendid' lime .to refrní-lyour autís.' "Afg'oo(r'f(;úrríér,a1."my
hjP
W.' gutofi. A irnod' painter at my shop now. fhonc254. Bert Curies .tic
'
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FOUNTAIN

.

h. ,h. w.ll known Canklia
,a SiN.r and Cold
trimmed. From
PENS-- W.

,h- -(
M,l?' mnr
"J
l!L,r
th tam h ah mrmám Itnniri
lw.y.
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womeh-ri-

a half section

'iaifn southwest of town this week to

Mijk Jk. Ha

C. T. Fields. This is what is known
the S. R. Coupland place.
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Card
with Automati,
W. al.o
of th .cMry .ct...o,
ch
Plato., Pap.r, Dov.lopor., Album., Etc.
U
If
i.n'l a. EASTMAN, it
KODAKÍ"

h.. .

Film..

n't

'THERMOS EOTTLES

w.n,.r, and

Water cold
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the BUfdick Mueeantile Com'pany nt
Melrose and buys grain for the firm

f

Barry has recently

a

and W.L

.
fMjinsn

10 DO

S. D. Lane of Melrose Vas á Clovis
treat all diseases and disorders of
visitor Wednesday, Mr. Lane i with
nd
alUn'd ' VonffnemoRt
,'

cases. Dr. H. R. GtbKbn.'

'

Pipe!
sold

Rii'.iali nnans,;:
:

er

í

C. W. Harrison

C

Kodaks

Mrs. C. A. écheurich

fever.

(RATONOLA

I

c "ni i.

rm.ni Pl.in

Buy your Christmas eata from the
Catholic, ladies at the Barry Hardware ( Store Saturday, Dec. 20th.
Food on sale about J t o'clock. '

T

no.

i'.M

(

;

'

Rev. A. Struble and family who
live south of town left this week
a trip to points in Indiana and Ohio.
They will visit Mr. Strublea old home'
near Toledo, Ohio.

X
XJ X JXj
lJ
SATURDAY MIGHT,

The little child of Mr. aplMrs.
E. llott dicu' this week ot .scarlet

(.

li'k'J will t' meiiy iuiimc
d with
:.r
(l.iiifi- roeords,
l'i.;l;ui
t .) i!.::'
liio, e.i ,n of (hand
,r,i! k,ii:;i!ul
Uin
ri In .uics will
a'l c
ivc yi'iir
and
I.;iiv!pm!' i:.ip' tl.iv s and eveninj;
every
cvjiv tl.iy
.1

and Mrs. Muco Ligan and
daughter of Klirla arc here this week
at the City Hospital for an operation
for Mrs. Legan and the Jaughter.

Elbows,
Shovels.

'

f

Mr.

AT THE

i

A

Robert R. Miller, locnl sabenvm
for the Xii h r rs and trucks h:is en- a car loH oí
touHiig cuta and a car load of trucks.

WITH A MONKEY FLAYING THE STAR
IT S A SCREAM

LOCAl MENTION

A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year

I nnswer culls day or night nnd
treat patients at their homes whi n
not convenient for them to come to
my office. Dr. II. R. Gibson, Osteopath.

e

TRY TO

j. -

;

.

Patroni.e the food sale bv th
Catholic Ladies at the Barry Hard
ware Store, Saturday,
Dec.
20th.
Everything good to eat.

V

N
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Ince production?

H

fíosli! How lie wanted to he with the hoys lwk in the
hiniherejunit, and the good old "hoe down,"' and hohr.ailed
hoots pounding the floor in time with Lew Hartón s mouth
organ.
But llore he was nil clowned up in the hard boiled shirt
ready for a terrible night with the society gang and he
the proprietor of a high toned modiste shop! He a lumber
jack and he had to run it. And he had just landed from
the logging camp. Can you imagim Dig Bill Hart, fresh
from the rough country selling lingerie to the fair sexi
He couldn't either. Did he run it You'll say lie did.
You'll-hava bushel of fun see a smashing baltle a
pretty romance. Oh! It's a Hart picture that 's different.
You'll surely like it.

TWO

t- -

tne funeral of their brother, James E.
Hir.man, who was buried here last
week.

'

Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne
'i.'a.ai- - 1 'im- .' j . ... Disc; Harrows.
Genuine ROUND OAK Ranges and
' '
Heaters.
.
whieji is enroute now.

Pillow Too.. Morra. I... e

-'j

r
i:

YOU SHOULD ATTEND
oí B.llview is advertí,
ing a big 'public sale for the 30th of
works as car, this month.. Mr. Abol ig planning to
D. D.,Abe

The Gliristm a s services

'1

s

.

Sunday 11, A. M. and 7:15

P. M.

,
that will make
iChridtwias real to you nt both hours. .' ' "

A ' program and Message
.

',

'

Mailorders

,

.

.
.

i

.

',

';

i

ThcP Presbyterian Church
i

,

Invites you .to Worship.

.
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W. .óllelt and fill prtmptif
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A. T. William who
penter at the Santa Fe shops, has
move to Clovis to send his chlldrrn
been in the hospital several days on to school but
will continuo ta operate
account of injuries he received one his farm.
;
J
day last week.
?

ir
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Hr. ,.M. A. Barker purchased the
Andy IJockcnhull 480 cri- farm. 5
miles northeast ,of Clovis Wednesday
of this week, through the Reagan
Land and Cattle Co.
Mr. Barker
plans to do somo Improvement and
make It
real farm.
.
it
-

We have seeureÜ tho. agency for
for the Cleveland Tractor Co. apd
can ;ldiyci thj;alii'ng ouf ita at cace.
Remember we will havo a public demonstration on Tuesday. Dec. in! If
the wcirthcr permits.
Millp:Mu.k
Motor Co., J. F. Sellers. Sales' Man.

ager,

Clovis, N. M.
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EDUCATII BEST REMEDY
UNREST.

SAYS

$1.50 PER YEAR

HUB

CM RIDE

FOR

THE PRESIDENT

ill

FROM CENSUS

Verses.to Send With
Christmas Presents

New York President Wilson, in
n article written for the current
number of the Independent, declare!
the cure for locial unrest in this country, is " fuller knowledge of Ameri-

can institutions."
In the article he said: "Men today
re blessed with a new curosity about
their government. Everywhere they
are demanding that tho doors behind
which secret policies have been incubated be thrown open and kept
open henceforth.
Doors that do not
respond to the keys the people hold,
will be battered down, and free put
aageway erected in their stead.
i "The autocratic governments of
the past have lived by concealment.
Free governments must live by understanding.
In the new day that is
dawning only those government that
have no secrets from their people will
ndure. I do not say that rio such
governments will make no mistakes
but do say the mistakes will be fewer,
and more easily corrected when all
governments are guided by well Informed public opinions,
"Unrest is evident everywhere
throughout the world, not of Itself
disease, nut a symptom of disease. In
our country. the disease lies practically outside of the government. Those
who think otherwise are mostly new
comers and men they hnve influenc
cd. The cure from their disquiet is
fuller knowledge of American i list
tut ions. In this country the peoplo in

i

if

the ballot have the instrument for
peaceful change.
"We can know if the charge is desirable only by knowing all facts
about the things we wish to avert.
The journals that give facts about
tho government, its policies, and activities, set down by men principally
responsible for them, will perform a
public service. They will afford a
medium through which the government can report continuously to the
people."
SENATOR JONES WOULD
LIMIT BIG PAPERS

With Embroidery er Any Needlework.
May all your years be glad and bright,
Deep filled with pleasant days,
And all your hours know sweet dollght
Of love that lives and stays!
With some such withes, true and kind,
Each Christmas should begin.
While some of then must surely bind
Because they've been sewed Inl

With a Gift to a Smoker.
When clouds of smoke around you float
Think sometimes of this loving (friendly) (cordial) note. '
When pictures In the smoke you see
Waft now and then a thought to me,
nut though you newer Joys evoke,
Don't let our friendship "end In smoke."

i
a Bex of Candy.
Washington, Dec. 12. Newspapers '"BweeU With
to the sweet," the wis ell saw,
containing more than twenty-fou- r
I quote because 'tis fitting.
tributa pay unto the law
pages would be charged five times the ' And
With gladness unremitting,
present postage rates under a bill in
'Uke unto Ilka" Is ale true,
Therefore these candles baste to you.
troduced by Senator Jones, democrat,
New Mexico. The senator said pub'
Ushers in his. slate complained that j With Muele er Musleal Instrument
only the big city paper with their 'Because the very thought ef you,
Makes music In my Mind,
own mill were able to obtain all the Pra let me share the muslo trae.
sweetest (gayest) (engntoat) i eouio
The
print paper they needed.
and.
"Twenty-fou- r
page will give ample
pace for current new and adver
With a Laundry List er Baa.
tlsementi," (aid Senator Jones.
This gift Is clean, as you may see,
every
Be,
time you'd cleaner be
Dr. J. D. Lynch has moved a small
Just send a pleasant thought to me.
P.
building in just south of the E.
Burdick Mercantile Co., and will con
duct a real estate business therein
Since we have been assured there will
be tests for oil In this vicinity there
1l b
' - " 'i j
will likely be many new entrys in the
business field. Melrose Messenger,

t

To "Her," With Pair ef Glove.
O little thumbs, and Angers, too.
1 can but wish that I were you.

Blnce you, unchld, may clasp her hand,
Tell her but no! She'll understand,

With a Book.
I cannot make new worlds for you
Tet these doted covers truly frame
A wondrous world of rapture t ru-eBe pleated to enter In my name!

O

To a Lady, With Slippers.
pretty slippers, small and alight.
Be sure to lead her steps aright:

And when her dainty feet you hold,
Guard them alike from hurt and cold.

With Shaving Materials.
Should you cut yourself In shaving,
Don't blame met
'
mall effect has bitter raving
When the wound one may not see.
But should your rasor smoothly glide,
Include me In your smile so wide.

V

With Picture ef Seme Rural cene.
If your thoughts of town are weary,

Rest your eye and dream,
Oaslnc on this cloture cheery
Of woodland (rural) (aprlngtlme) (ver
nal) vale and stream;
Remember that had I my way.
Such Joys would (rest you every day.

With Any Christmas Qlft
Hun'a a thmicht of Joyous cheer
Christmas and for all the rear!
a for

J i.

A more comprehensive censu than
has ever been taken before, with more
relative facts, is that outlined for
1920, which will be begun on January
2. It I probable, however, that the
fair sex will consider some of the
questions more impertinent than pertinent. You must prepare, Madame,
to teli the worst, even to your rightful age. And woe to him who does
not remember where his parents lived
and what was their favorite language.
Seriously, the census act provides
that the enumeration of population
and agriculture which begins on January 2, be restricted to inquiries re
agriculture,
lating to population,
forestry and forest
manufactures,
products, mines and quarries, and
that the Inquiries made pertaining
thereto be restricted to such fact as
name, age, race, personal history, are
you married, single or divorced, and
why;past ana present occupation, eau
cation, do you take boarders, why, do
your married children live at home!
Why? I your home mortgaged! Is
your land your own? Do you live in
a rented house! Do you assist your
husband in making delicatessen pastry? Does he help you with the
housework?
All such details are actually included in narrative form along with a
schedule giving the most important
facts and dates.
Each individual is designated by his
relationship to the head of the fam

if living in a home, and he k
enumerated at "his usual place of
abode," the place where he regularly
sheps being considered his home.
"Note, however," say the instructions
to the enumerator, "that where a man
happens to sleep at the tir.te of his
enumeration may not be the place
where he regularly stays."
Women .working in their own home
may object to being listed as having;
no employment.
The census of agriculture will be
most comprehensive, and will include
the entire product and equipment of
every farm, with the exact amount of
livestock and crops produced during;
the year, whether the farm is owned,
rented, mortgaged, or public lands;
and the history of the farmer, and
how long he has farmed. The government will know whether the farm
ha a telephone, an automobile, and a
windmill. The woman who work on
the home farm without pay is listed
as "farm laborer."
Applicant who have taken the test
for census enumerators have had to
fill out test schedule with accuracy
and neatness and are instructed that
all information gained il strictly private nd must not be used for any
other purpose; it is particularly forbidden that they assist in any political activity or election.
ily,

,

If ifs news The News wants ft.
Phone us. No. 97.
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(My A Few Moire toppiiBg Pays
Do not delay your Christmas shopping any longer.

Gifts of Jewelry are gifts of imperishable value and beauty. Gifts that will be the source of
continued delight to the recipients. Our beautif uj Christmas Display offers hundreds of gift
inspirations.

A Wonderful Array of

mi

Absolutely th most beautiful assortment ever brought to Eastern New Mexico. We bought
this extensive assortment of stones several months ago and there has been a decided advance in
the price since then which you can save by buying from us now. Our reputation is behind every
stone we sell and you can depend upon its being just what we tell you it is. They are priced from

OF
The Gift Shop
of Clovis
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KEEP

HARDLY

IIP

MAJi

m
SO BAD HE
MOVE WITHOUT

HAD RHEUMATISM

COULDN'T
SUFFERING.

--

c a package
than
"I am in better shape
I have been in over a year, for Tan-la- c
is fast driving the rheumatism
out of my system,"
said Marion
Campb?ll, of 6Gó S. Walker street,

before the war

y

nr m

'i

i

Every member of the family will pet the enjoyment out of the useful presents you can get at our store. This would be a mo'st appropriate time to select
that choice piece of furniture for the home. We offer the following suggestions
and have many, many other things justas appropriate.

m

Dining Room Tables
Dining Room Chairs
Cedar Chests in endless variety
Rockers, all styles and prices
High Chairs and Small Rockers for the
Children.
Rugs, in all sizes
Dressers completed suits or odd suits.
Our reputation of eleven years dealing in Clovis is behind everything we
your money can be depended on when you buy

sell. The very best values for
of us.

SPECIAL We have a fine line of baby carriages on which we will give 20
per cent off.
.

Magic City Furniture

Oklahoma City, Okla.
"Every little change in the weather
would make my misery worse," he
continued, "and often I would suffer
so terribly that I would be unable to
work. My muscles and joints would
be so sore that I couldn't move without suffering agony, and I have had
to lay off for two or three days at
a time and when I did go back to
work I would be so badly run down
that I cduUI hardly stand the effort.
My stomach was in such an awful
condition that everything I would eat
disagreed with me and would sour and
form gas that swelled me up till I
could hardly get my breath; I was
badly constipated and my back hurt
like it would break In two.
"The lust time I had to lay off
from work Tanlac was recommended
to me, and right after I started taking it I felt relieved of my stomach
trouble and the soreness began to
leave my joints and muscles. Every
symptom of my old troubles is gone
and I don't feel like the same person
I was before and am able to go about
my work with satisfaction
again.
Frim the way it has fixed me up I
am glad to recommend Tanlac to anybody who may be suffering the way
I was before I took it."
Tanlae is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
ft PooL
(Advertisement.)

pc

a package

during the war
c a package

NOW
THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

MENU FRENCH

& Undertaking Co.

In dinner tonight the menu was
written in French. We didn't want
to show our ignorance, so we checked
off a few items. This is what we
1ST
"THE HOUSE THAT QUALITY BUILT'
ordered,:
Dinner $1.29.
.
ohnson Brothers
' "
Everything Mew
November 14th.
.
WHAT'S ITS USE
Now
Vegetables.
Please pay the waiter.
Little Jimmy went with his mother
No tips.
to stay with an aunt in the country
The waiter brought ui steak and and his mother was very worried as
onions.
to how he would behave.
ON THE SIDE
tior". Inadequate medical supervi- health officer, who should, together
But to her surprise he was angelic
sion of schools; severity of epidemics with an adequate staff, devote his
during the whole visit alway? did as
RUINED HIM
that defies all efforts at contrjl; such entire time to health work."
he was told, and never misbchavid.
as infantile paralysis, epidemic menAs soon as he got home, however,
That man started life on $00 he
ingitis, an possibly a few others.
I am not much for advertising bot
he was his natural self Rtfuin.
borrowed.
If its newt Th News want it
Jimmy,"
"Oh,
said,
she
were
The successful control of epidemic Phone us. No. 97.
"yju
And made a fortune, eh?
I have always paid the top price for
disease among school children re
No, it ruined him.
He found get- so good while you were away, why do
eggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of
quires:
ting that so easy that he's been living you start behaving badly now?"
"What's home for?" asked Jimmy,
1. Keeping the schools onen. with
3ti borrowed money ever since.
produce. Now I am adding a fresh
in pained surprise.
the possible exception of sparsely let- -

J

'

k

Handling

GROCERIES

THE CONTROL OP EPIDEMICS
Closing schools as a means of control ing epidemics of measles, whooping cough, scarlet fever, diphtheria,
smallpox, and poliomyelitis should be
considered as a last resort, to be used
only when thorough and systematic
application of other measures fails
to effect control. As a method it is
clumsy, unscientific, and unsatisfactory, for it fails to control and results in the loss of school, time and
money. The modern method of careful daily inspection of infected
schools, isolation of sick children, and
quarantine of contacts, is both effective and economical.
Such is the summary of report
made by a committee of the Bureau
with a simof Education
ilar committee of the American Public Health Association.
There has been a progressive abandonment of faith in, and practice of,
closing schools as a means of controlling epidemics affecting school
children.
Such exceptions as occur
relate to the following special condi- -

It doesn't pay to be careless. The
only day that you loDk shubby and
need a shave is the day you will meet
every one you ever knew.

tied districts when medical inspection
cannot be obtained and where aggregation takes place only in the schools.
2. Careful daily or frequent periodical inspection of schools.
3. Careful provision for exclusion
of cases and contacts, emphasis being
placed on clinical data rather than
upon fixed periods of exclusion.
4. Systematic home visitation.
5. Reliance upon natural and physical cleansing rather than Upon
chemical disinfectants, or fumigation
"The carrying out of such a program," states Dr. C. E. Waller, State
Commissioner of Health, "necessitates, of course, the providing by the
community of an active, trained
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Southwestern Drug Co.
Clovis, N. M.

1

ANTLERS CAFE

1

Special Christmas Dinner
We are preparing a Special Dinner for Christmas day.
with the following menu:
Soup
Cream of Oyster
Celery

Olives
Bukcd Turkey

You

can be served

Pickles
Chestnut Dressing

Cranberry Sauce
Roast ham of Pork with Brown Sauce
Merry Widow Salad
Princess Potutoes

Thousand Inland Dressing
Asparagus Tips

New Beans

Candied Yams

Corn Muffins

Rolls

Home Made Mince Pie
Tefc

Milk
Roquefort Cheese

Dinner Served From 12:30 to 2:00

o
o
00!

Produce
O. M. Reate, Prop

an) 'jock

mm

0

Clovis Cream &
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Wheat Bread
Lemon Pie
Coffee

Price Only 75c

Mrs. S. Overton, Proprietor

POISON

ABairiaii

LIKE UNTO
Vernon of Snakes
Frofcfwor II. Straus, M. D., of the
"The
Royal Charity Hospital, says,
causo for an attack of gout, rheumatism,
lumbago, is supplied by the incroaso of
urio acid in the blood serum, tho result
of various causes, tho most frequent of
which is renal. . Before an attack, one

suffers sometimes from headache, neuralgia, twinges of pain here and there."
When your kidneys feel like lumps of
lead, when the back hurts or tho urine
is cloudy, full cf sediment, or you are
obliKcd to seek relief two or thrco times
during the night; when you suffer with
sick headache, or dizzy, nervous spells,
acid stomach i or yon bavn rheumatic
pains or lumbago, gout, sciatica when
the weather is bad, do not neglect the
warning, but try simple mean. Tale
six or cmht (lasses of water during the
day, then obtain at your nearest drug
(anti-uri- c
acid).
store 'An-uri- o'
Tliis is the discovery of Dr. Pierce of
the Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. "An-uriis an antidote for this urio acid
poisoning and dissolves urio acid in the
body much as bot coffee dissolves sugar.
"Annrio" will penetrate Into the Joint
and muscles, ana diuolve the poinonous

tcrumulfttion. It will stamp out toxina
tieoi 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's InvaiiuV
Hotel, UuUulo, N. Y.. fur trial package.

a

little cheaper for spot cask.

Eggs are not bankable but the
money from their sale is. This money
is yours for the effort. How do you
the hen that lays the Coldi-PILLS treat
CHICHESTER DBANU.
Eggs? B. A. Thomas' Poultry limply
A
will keep the poultry in goid condiC?.4
Pilla la HtS and tiold mrtiilkVVT
M, Ixi.ei.
tion and incroaso the yield in eggs.
with IlluA IllUma.
t V 1 TakenM, atkW. hmfIIIJIft.Tril
rfinf V We guarantee this and refund your
UIAMIIMV I1I1AM
M money
tarn
if not satisfied. For sale by
if Man knemna. Unt, Strait, Always ktlLl.lt
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVXRYWhTPJ
A. B. Austion & Company.
1
4t Phone 133

S

ehsnco

line of groceries which I will sell
MONEY IN ECCS

1920 acres of farm lands, five miles

from

county seat town. Shallow water, level as a
floor, good house and outbuildings, two wells'
and windmills.
320 acres of crop sold off this place
$25.00 per acre this year in the field.

for

Only $35.00 Per Acre
Terms, if desired.
Land located in Texas.

-

C. W. Harrison,
Clovis, New Mexico.
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NOTICE OF SUIT
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V. WHITE, Proprietor

I have recently purchased the

City Cafe and have
changed the name to White's Cafe. It is our plan to
give the public first class restaurant service and we
invite a share of your patronage. Regular meals will
be served for dinner and supper and short orders at
all hours during the day.

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
.
C. F. Doughton, Plaintiff.
vs
No. 1556
The Socorro State Bank, of Socorro,
of the County of Socorro, State of
New Mexico, a corporation, Robert A. Thomas, also known as R.
A. Thomas, nisi known as Robt.
A. Thomas, Fred K. Ciok, also
known os F. K. Cook, Charles S.
Clark also known as Chas. S.
Clark, Mellie Clark, also known as
Mrs. Mellie Clurk, Joseph G. Shrum
also known as J. G. Shrum, Fbyd
Si.rum, Mattie Shrum, Mrs. A. C.
Shrum, also know as Attie C.
Shrum, Maude Shrum, the unknown heirs of any deceased person, and the unknown claimants of
interest in the premises adverse to
plaintiff, Defendants.

1!

To the defendants Robert A. Thomas, also known as R. A. Thomas, also
known as Robt A. Thomas, Fred K.
Cook, also known as F. K. Cook,
Charles S. Clark, also known as Chas.
Make arrangements to take your Sunday Dinner
S. Clark, Mellie Clark, also known as
will be better than preparing dinner
dur place.
Mrs. Mellie Clark, Joseph G. Shrum,
also known as J. G. Shrum, Floyd
home.
Shrum, Mattio Shrum, Mrs. A. C.
Shrum, also known as Attie C. Shrum,
Maude Shrum, the unknown heirs of
any deseased person and the un
known claimants of interests In the
premises adverse to the plaintiff in
the above suit:
You will take notice that a suit has
been filed against you and is now
unless you appear, answer, demur or pending in the District Court of the
NOTICE OF SUIT
It
otherwise plead in said cause on or Fifth judicial District in and for
Adolphus J. befare the 3rd day of January, 1920, Curry County, New Mexic3, in which
To the defendants
Sampson and M. E. 'Sampson,' if liv- plaintiffs will take judgment by de- C. F. Doughton is plaintiff and The
ing and to all the unknown heirs at fault against you and each of you Socorro State Bank, of Socorro, of
A connection with a strong, friendly bank is the most essential
law of the laid Adolphus J. Sampson and will apply to the court for the the County of Socorro, State of New
Robert A.
and M. E. Sampson, if deceased, and relief prayed for in said complaint Mexico, a corporation,
of all farm "equipment," and is something the MODERN
In witness whereof, I have here- Thomas, also known aa R. A. Thomas,
to all unknown claimants of interest
FARMER cannot successfully do
unto set my hand and affixed the seal also known as Robt.A.Thomas.Fred K.
in and to the property hereafter
of ..aid court this 17th day of No- Cook, also known ai F. K. Cook,
I
vember, 1919.
Charles S. Clark, also known as Chas.
Tou are hereby notified that
We cordially solicit the accounts of farmers and invite them
S. Clark, Mellie Clark, also known as
W. C. ZERWER,
suit has been filed and is new pending (Seal)
to make the freest use of every facility
Clerk Mrs. Mellie Clark, Joseph G. Shrum,
in the District Court of Curry Coun- County Clerk, and
of the District Court of Curry also known aa J. G. Shrum, Floyd
ty, Newdtexico, in whfeh F. C. HerShrum, Mattie Shrum, Mrs. A. C.
County, New Mexico.
bert, H. R. Ncal and R. A. Mcgert,
Shrum, alas known as Attie C. Shrum,
partners doing business under the
Maude Shrum, the unknown heirs of
firm name ofF. C. Herbert & Co.,
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
any deceased person, and the untare plaintiffs and you, the above
known claimants of interests in the
named persons are defendants; that
Notice is hereby given that letters
premises adverse to the plaintiff are
said suit being numbered 1542 on the
administration upon the estate of
civil docket of said cou rt and that!0'
defendants and Numbered 1555 on
Tatton and natch, whose business and
the Docket of said Court.
granted
been
by
me
ta
the Probate
poitofflcc address is Clovis, New MexYou are further notified that the
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
ico, are attorneys for plaintiffs.
ireneral objects of said suit are as
and all persons having claims against
You will further take notice that
said' estate are required to present follows:
the general objections of suit are to
To procure a judgment of said
same for allowance within ono year
obtain a decree of the court to quiet
from this 3rd day of December, 1919, Court finding and declaring the plain
plaintiffs' title in and to the
of
tiff to be the owner in
or they will be forever barred.
quarter of the Southwest quaNOTICE I NOTICE!
NOTICE
The
and the South half of
Twenty-ninfollowing
tho
J. C. NELSON,
rter (SW'i of SWtt) of section twenTownship
Four
Twenty-ninB. Westerfield
in
Dr
ty,
all
and
Twei
of
Section
Section
East half
Administrator
tc
ty (20), Township two (2) North of
We are now able to rehandle, re.
Physician and Surgeon.
East of
the South half 3f Section Twenty, all North of Range Thirty-on- e
(37) East, in
Range thirty-seveOffice over Sunshine Shop
Township Four North of Range the New Mexico Principal Meridian, grind and hone straight blade razors,
HORSES FOR SALE
in
Curry County, New Mexico, and forOffice Phone 231.
Residence 269
Thirty-on- e
East of the New Mexico in Curry County, New Mexico, or any safety razor blades, and anything
All
surgical instrumenta.
ever establish and quiet plaintiffs
Principal Meridian in Curry County, part thereof and to procure a furth- the line of
1
Registered Percheron Stallion,
work is guaranteed to give satisfac
title in and to said premises against
New Mexico and canceling and an er judgment establishing plaintiff's
yau all the above named defendants six years old.
againBt tion.
mortgage made and execut- estate and title in
nulling
a
1 Percheron
filley, 3 years old,
Southwestern Drug Company.
and each of you and any and all pered by Charles S. Clark 'and Mellie the adverse claims fo defendants in
sons claiming any interest in and to colt by side.
DR. H. R. GIBSON
Clark his wife, to The Socorro State and to the East half os said Section
3 Percheron fillies, 2 years old.
aid premises adverse to plaintiffs
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
OSTEOPATH
South half of
mortgaging the South East Twenty-nin- e
the
and
and
Bank
findThe above stock can be seen at the
and for further decree of court
Twenty-nin- e
Treats all diseases, boto acute and
Townsaid
in
Section
Twenty,
of
said
quarter
Section
said
ing and adjudging that "F. C. Her- farm of Jas. F. Mitchell, 3 miles north
chronic. Office In New Tils
said mortgage d icd is recorded ship and sai'' Hange and barring and
bert A Co." named as grantee in a west of Havener, N. M., to whom all which
A
building on corner north of Fire
of
records
from
the
33
6,
page
defendants
of
Book
in
estopph:g
forever
certain deed of conveyance of the bids may be submitted.
Station and east of Lyceum
County, having or claiming any right or title for kidney and bladder troublea, gravWill sell on 12 months time, if de- Mortgage Deeds of Cury
above described premises from Adolel, weak and lame back, rheumatism
theatre. .
can- to said real property
to
and
annulling
ar.d
adverse
Mexico,
New
to give bankable
phus J. Sampson and M. E. Sampson sired, purchaser
Office phone 383. Residence 390.
celling a mortgage deed made and plaintiff and forever quieting and and irregularities of the kidneys and
com notes.
Robt Byrnes,
constituted a
bladder in both men and women. If
Clovis, New Mexico.
posed of F. C. Herbert, H. R. Ncal
Jakehomon, Tex., Owner. executed by Charlea S. Clark and setting at rest plaintiff's title to said not sold by your druggist will be sent
K.
to
Fred
'wife,
his
Clark,
Mellie
property.
real
and R. A. Megort and for other re
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
Robert A. Thomas mortYou are further notified that if small
lief prayed for in plaintiffs comIf its news The News wants it Cx.i and
bottle often cures. Send for
quarter
of
east
South
said
gaging
plaint You are further notified that Phone us. No. 97.
you fail to appear or plead in this sworn testimonials.
Dr. E. W. Hall,
Twenty-nine
which said cause on or before the 2nd doy or
said Section
THOMAS W. JONES
2926 Olive st, St. Louis, Mo. Sold
mortgage deed is recorded in Book February, 1920, judgment will be
Veterinarian.
by druggists.
Mort8, page 75 of the Records. of
rendered against you in said cause by
200 West Otero Street.
gage Deeds of Curry County, New default, and the plaintiff will apply
ClovU,.N. M.
Pnone45.
Mexico, ond correcting tho certifi- to the Court for the relief sought in
cate of acknowledgement attached the complaint herein.
to a deed made and executed by Chas.
is Attorney for
V. A. Havener
S. Clark and Mellie Clark, his wife,
e
and busiand his
rinintiff,
jXfl WSWorkl'i crratest rnimSr.
í
only one bckod by
conveying the said South cost quarter
i.P
ness address is Clovis, New Mexico.
O
J. FOSTER SCOTT, Jr, MS.
GOLD BONO
VÍÍ'f!Ai
to J. G.
of said Section Twenty-nin- e
In witness whereof, I hove here
That building work that you hold off during the war
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
in
recorded
is
deed
said
which
Shrum
unto sot my hond ond offixed the seal
should he your first consideration during these hustlBook 10, page 640 of the records of nt mí,1 fniirt this 10th day of De
Special attention Eye, Ear, Ness
ing days of peace.
Deeds of Curry County, New Mexcember, 1919.
and Throat
ico; and to procure a further judg (Seal)
This town needs more up to date and hotter homes to
W. C. ZERWER.
Office Over 3unsblne Shop.
the
finding
that
Court
said
of
ment
County Clerk.
make it a real pleasure to live in.
1
Res. Phone IS
Office Phone 46 :
defendant Mrs. A. C. Shrum, biho
you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
knbwn as Attie C. Shrum is ond was
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
at all times when her name appears
present day standards.
in connection with the titlo of the
e
Deportment of the Interior, U. S,
or any part
foregoing
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO
DR. C O. WARRIMES
RIGHT
thereof, the wife of the defendant Land Office at Tucumcari, New MexJEFF D. BRYANT, Prop.
CHIROPRACTOR
Joseph G. Shrum, and also finding ico. November 3. 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Robert
W weld any break of any
that the names Robert A. Thomas, R,
113 South Main St.
lit, ia any metal, at any time.
AThomas and Robt. A. Thomas re S. Eason, of Hollcne, New Mexico,
PHONB 101
home
made
1916,
27.
and are one and the who. on October
fer to, . mean
.
We bay and sell aied car.
.
. .
North,U.
for
020316,
entry,
No.
stead
person,
mc
mm
um Identical
Telephone 23.
Clovis, New Mexico
28, Township
names Frf d K. Cook, and F. K. Cook east Quarter. Section
36 East, New Mexico
Range
North.
8
the
and
one
and
are
mean
to,
refer
has filed notice
same identical person, that tho names Principal Meredian,
Final Three year
Charles S. .Clark and Chas. S. Clark of intention to make
McClelland
dr.
,
claim to the land
refer to, mean and are one and the proof, to establish
Physician and Surgeon
ScheuA.
C.
before
described,
same identical person, that tho names above
One Ford Touring Car
Residence 202 North Giddlng
S. Commissioner, at Clovis,
C39
MlIIIb Clark and Mrs. Mellie Clark rich, U.
Of flee over Pierce Dry Goods Co,
$100.00
day of
tenth
the
on
Mexico,
New
refer to, mean and are one and the
CLOVIS. N. M.
One Ford Touring Car
Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
January, 1920.
same identical cprson, that the names
Ar$300.00
witnesses
as
Guaranteed,
names
Material,
Workmanship
Prices,
Claimant
Fully
Joseph G. Shrum and J. G. Shrum
Claud, New MexOno Ford Touring Car
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
refer to, mean and are one and the thur B. Hickman, of
of Claud
Sheridan,
E.
Robert
ico,
$275.00
same identical person, that the names
Andrew J. Hillis, of
Mrs. A. C. Shrum and Attie C. New Mexico,
One
Kissel Kar
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
A.
Mexico, James
Shrum refer to, mean and are one Texico, New
$500.00
BEFORE BUYING.
DR. L. M. BIGGS
Mexico.
New
Texico,
of
and same identical person, the
7 passenger
Veterinary Sargeoa
Studebaker,
R. P. DONOIIOO,
G.
Joseph
wife of the defendant
Register.
Phone 331
A-$650.00
condition
l
Shrum, whenvVer and wh- ever said
Clovis, New Mexico
the
with
connection
in
narees ara used
We burn carbon. C us.
to- If its news The News wants it
203 West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
title to the following
wit : The East half of Section rhone us. No. 97.
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THE WORLD HOLDS
NOTHING BETTER

Than a Modern, Thoroughly Equipped Farm
without

First National Bank
Of Clovis

real-estat-

1

t:

e

J.

e,

1

n

TEXAS WONDER

Build It Now!

--

Lucky Tiger

.

í' í

post-offic-

1

ADMIRAL
WELDING

If

SHOP

real-estat-

IT

Lone Star Lumber Co.

MONUMENTS

Used Car Specials
This Week

-

c l.

1

Ma-dol- e,

Rapp Monument Co.

real-estat- e,

L

The

clovis news. Thursday, December is, i9i

Are You Playing "The Game of Chance"

The Leading and Popular Drug Store oí Govis
Carrying everything to be foand in metropolitan itera, laclad-I- n
advertised merchandise, such aa Eastman Kodak,
I nationally
Victrolaa, Graphonolas, Candía, Cosmetics and Toilet goods.
Our praacription dapartnanl ia charge of a registered pkarma
ciat at all tima.

If so, I'm not
By buying other than a full leather shoe?
L.
C.
H.
the
surprised at your complaining at
N

f

Buy a shoe that is guaranteed to be all leather.

THE CASH SHOE STORE

Southwestern Drug Co.

E. A. STORY

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS
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Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?

J

J

is equipped to handle all classes of repair work on
any make or automobile and specializes in electrical ana naiiery

Ja.

.This garage

work. Extensive line of automobile tires and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in this
repair department. Complete vulcanizing plant. Batteries repaired
and recharged.
Distributor for the Willard" Storage Battery
Pennsylvania, Racine, McGraw and State distributor (or Amazon Tires.
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We're always ready a hand to lend,
That's why we're called THE FARMERS' FRIEND.

TheCitizens Bank of Clovis

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
111 SOUTH MAIN STREET
X

4

ti
t

Harris Furniture Company

I
I

Opposite Postoffice
4

4

J. A. Latta Groeer Co., Inc.
Wholesale

Groceries,

Flour

Produce,

J

Hay

Grain and Feed.
Wa ara enlarging our atock of merchandise and are new la a
position to supply the entire retail trade ia the Clovis trade territory.
Wo ara installing complete linea of groceries, canned gooda, auadrlea
and smokers supplies.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS
U.UVI9

NEW MbXItO

9

Cur

tock Is Bigger and Better
Than Ever

Under new management the Citv Drug Company will install
additional lines, increase the stock and do everything possible to make
this the most complete drug atora in Naw Mexico. Improvements
will be added throughout.

The City Drug Company
'

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO
:

:;:v:-v- i

:

::

The Union Mortgage
1

mm
wmúww'i r

Company

t

We have plenty of money to take
care of all good farm loins and can
give you the same quick service that

has made our company popular with
the public
MAIN

STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.
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From time out of
memory the
sheep business
has been good.
It is better today
than ever.
I have to offer
at all times good
young breeding
ewes, feeding
ewes and lambs
and Registered
Rambouilett
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SUNLIGHT
A

Í

The Home Manufactured Flour

Bucks.

the transportation charges. Extensive dealers in grain, feed and coal.

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co,

Cut Glass, Diamonds
Watches, Souvenirs

Official Watch Inspectors

SANTA FE

f
f

f

North Main Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Good3.
NKW MEXICO

CLOVIS
T

T

tT
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In Point of Strength We Stand First I
Depository for the Government, State of New Meiico, Carry
County and the Santa Fa railroad.

Truly the Bank That Accomodate!

The Clovis National Bank
Capital I2S.000.00
Surplus $25,000.00

Deposits

$43t,SUtt T

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

,
9
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Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time

H. F. YOUNG
Rupmentlng hi

T. K.

C.

FARM LOANS
llins Invrttment Co

Oklahoma City.
NEW MEXICO

,

CLOVIS

r

Í

THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
Always Plenty of Money to Loan on

Farm.

"r.
We Will Help
Call on

Y 011 T
us

HuilJ a
for patieulars

I

lome

Hail and Fire Insurance

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

mü

If in the market to buy

t

or sell, see me.

I

Baker Bros. Agency

J

X
X

Lon'
Representing
m

Abstracts, Real Entale and Insurance
seventeen of the most reliable old line insurance
We
companies.
write automobilo and hnil iniuranre in reliable com- panics. An in.tiluiion with a record since its establishment in 1907.

C. C.

t
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I

And there ia no more independent way to get it than through a
farm loan and with a company where the red tape is cut oat and tba
borrower gets all the money he applies for without miecelUueous deductions. Ask mea bout it.

of Clovis

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

I

112

j

good a grade, milled from the sama grada of wheat as Kan

aas and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper as the local consumer saves

E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers

i

And to those who ara already married and want new furniture
we carry one of the moat extensive itocki to be found anywhere in
this section of New Mexico. Your credit ia good at thia atore and
you can pay for your new furniture on the Installment plan. Second
hand goods bought and sold.

X

.11

.

t
That the Citiiens Bank of Llovis is oireciea ana man.
men who have bean
business
and
aged by successful farmers
so engaged since this County's organixation, and ara at all
times ready and willing to advise and assist you in business
matters.

t

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home I

I

DO YOU KNOW
.

I

BAKER

Clovis, New Mexico
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E. BAKER
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"THATS ALL"
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CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO
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seating capacity Sunday' night.

We
shall endeavor to make you glad you
came and cause you to make your
way homeward after the service with
a much brighter and happier heart.
Item of Infant In Clovl Church
The
church will be warm.
Circlet
May this be the happiest Christmas
is the wish of the Presbyterian
Church of Clovis. And we shall be
CHRISTMAS SERVICE
glad to help you make it si.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
TED P. HOLIFIELD, Pastor.

Church News

CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
" The service at the Presbyterian
Church Sunday night at 7:15 ia going to be something different from
Corner of Thornton and Monroe
'the uiual trend of church aervicei. Streets. Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
It is by no- means going to sacrifice Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.,
the Gospel of Jesus Christ, it is rath- - by the pastor, S. E. Thompson. Let
going to present the Gospel of the each member of the Sunday School
Lord Jesus by introducing charact- and church be present next Sunday
ers that do and should live among us and on time, to arranga their part of
every day of the year. The message the program for the Christmas excf

LOOK! Mi

;r

will pulsate with life and human in- té rest and will be full of the Christmas spirit.
The cast of characters that the
i
pastor will introduce to his hearers
will be: Humanity, Gratitude, Unselfishness, Joy, and Faith.
These
characters will each In turn bring
their Christmas messages to Humanity and make their contributions to
"His well being.
There will aUo be a musical program of an instrumental and vocal'
nature. Mr. Pries will play two violin solos and the male quartette will
render a selection. The choir will delight us with songs that are full of the
pirit of worship and consecration.
we shall be glad to have you as
of these who are going to fill the
Presbyterian Church to its fullest
.

'no

JACU

FREE
To the Ladies making
purchase of $5.00 or
over Friday, Saturday
and Monday we are going to give a handsome
piece of jewelry. This
jewelry will be given
away absolutely free,
jo don't fail to ask for

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The musical program next Sunday
morning will include an anthem by
the choir and ft violin solo by Mr.
Pries.
C. E. meetings, Intermediate and
Senior, will be held at 6:15 next Sunday evening.
Evening worship at
7:00.
Don't miss the evening service at
the church, if you sing, feel welcome
to come to the choir. Soon we shall
have our new books and desire' to
make the evening song period one
of the most enjoyable and helpful of
all the periods.
The Juniors are to sing at Bible
School next Sunday unless it should

THE QUIT BUSINESS SALE
k

'

same.

TO THE PUBLICi The overwhelming retponte to our Quit
Sale latt week la almott beyond belief beyond comprehension- - with
any other tale eveV held in Clovit, or in fact in the entire State of
New Mexico,' and the tnott rapid and constant telling bids fair to
eontinue undiminished, and why not euch high grade merchandise
at we are offering at such rediculous prices, to far below the market value that you cannot help but Ijuy, Oar opening dayt of this
great tale were admitted the greateat crowds, bringing people from
mile around. The people came and keep coming became we are
giving them more for their money than they themtelvee expect. So
join the happy crowds and come along at we have nothing but Bargains, Bargains all over the entire store. Prices are cut and tlathed
on every item at we quit and our days are short.

LADIES' SHOES

CHILDREN'S SHOES
Black Kid Shoes are now selling for $2.25, but go they must

Quit Sale Price $3.95

Quit Sale Price $2.98

Beacon Shoes in Black and
the latest styles and
shapes, values up to $9.00

Ladies' Kid Shoes in Black, Military and Cuban Heel, the latest styles, $6.50 values

Misses' Shoes in all sizes, Calf
Skin, selling now at $4.00, and
extra well made

Rus-sett- s,

Quit Sale Price $4.95
Ladies' Utx & Dunn, the best
shoe made in the U. S., and absolutely all leather, and today's
wholesale price upon the same
shoe is $12.00; in brown kids;
they ) po

Quit Salt Price $9.45

Quit Sale Price $9.48

ARE
THRU

Quit Sale Price $1.45

Men's Blue, Brown and Gray
Suits, all well made; the N. B.
A M. Make. They are known
to sell all over at $22.50.

Quit Sale Price $14.85

Quit Sale Price $2.95
Boy Scout Shoes, in extra well
made, with leather soles, and
selling at $3.00

Quit Sale Price $1.95

Men's Wool Brown Suits and
Blue Serges . These are hand
tailored and workmanship cannot be beat; $.12.50 values.

Quit Sale Price $18.65

MEN'S MACKINAWS

Boys' Gun Metal Shoes, lace
only, and dandies; these are
$4.00 vnlues

These arc dandies, with the
high collar and plaids or plain
color; $15.00 values; they all
go at

Quit Sale Price $2.85

Quit Sale Price $6.85

.

LITTLE GÍRLS' AND

MEN'S SHIRTS

BOYS' OVERCOATS

Tuesday, Dec. 30

Those are dnr.dies and in the
latest styles in rray, brown end
blue. $10.00 vnlucs

Quit Sale Price $6.45

miles northwest

t

m

'

MEN'S SUITS

One large lot of broken lots in
Button and Lace, black and colors, values up to $6.00; all go
at a price less than leather

MEN'S SHOES

One lot of Odds and Ends in
Black and Tan, in English, Button and Lace Shoes; values run
up to $7.00

The best Men's Shoe made, the
Packard, and every one guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction; shoes that today the factory price is $12.75, in your
choice of 350 pairs, black and
''
tuna

of Bellview

Fine Stock,

'

Bear In Mind That This Sale Continues Only A Few More Days
country over from coast to r
1 These prices carefully and come
That your money has more
I
i The
fI onk
coa,t 8nd you wi" not iind val"
Kct yo.ur snare ' ne wonderful
chasing power here at this Quit
ia(l
bargains.
neg ai pricej here.
Sale than any where on earth.

Quit Sale price $6.95

three-fourth-

Away This

SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

On account of moving to town to put my children
in school, I will have a public sale on

ft

Come Carry

Extraordinary Announcement In Regard To

3

at my place, six and

DRY GOODS CO.

QUIT BUSINESS

cises.

p

f

In Sight

BIG SALE IS COMING TO AN END. Don't Miss

-

,

The End Is

BOYS'-

-

LADIES' WAISTS

SUITS

Dress Shirts the entire stock
of Winchester nnd Richardson
Dress Shirts $4.00 values

Little FelloW Suits 3 to 9, in
brown color, latest military
style, $C.r,0 vnlne

Quit Sale Price $2.65

Quit Sale Price $4.45

In Georgette end Crepe de
Chine, also Charmuso in blue
pink, blacp and white; these arc
dandies. $6.50 values.

Quit Sale Price $3.95

i

Sale Begins Promptly at

1

LADIES DRESSES

:00 P. M.

All property will be sold to the highest bidder,
solutely without reserve or
by-bi-

LADIES' SKIRTS

LADIES' DRESSES

ab-

x

Ladies Voile Dresses, extra
nicely made und in desirable
Colors. Every dress is this year's
style.

Quit Sale Price $4.85

HORSES
BUcU mare, 9 years eld, 14 hand high.
1 Black nun, 4 years old, 15 handt high
1 Black mare, 3 yean old, 14
2
handi high,
I Bay mare, 5 years old, 14 handt high.
1 Roan horse, 3 yaart old, IS handt high.
1

2 yearling cold.

In Blue or Gray, Basket weave
cloth or serpo. These are dandies and have sold for $7. CO

Quit Sale Price $4.65
LADIES HOUSE
DRESSES

LADIES' COATS

'

Ladies' initiation Silvertone
with plush collar, belted back,
and they sure are dandies.
Í25.00 values.

every one in this year's style
and some juat arrived from
New York; rrguhr $40.00
Coats; they all (to at

Quit Sale Price $33.45

Quit Sale Price $15.65

These snappy Serge or Silk
Dresses every one is hand tailored and is worth doubje. Look
at the low price.

In ginghams or calico. These
regular $2.50 values. Light
or dark colors

Ladies' Wool Vclour, in pr"
and brown, in the htest style,
with belt and loose back. Regular $30.00 values.

Quit Sale Price $14.85

Quit Sale Price $1.39

Quit Sale Price $18.65

e

MEN'S OVERCOATS
Extra good quality. Overcoats;

FLANNEL SHIRTS
Men's extra good Flannel Shirts
in all colors and well mude,
$4.00 values

Quit Sale Price 98c

MULES '
t Black mare mule,
1 Black hone mule,

5 yean old, IS handt high.
6 yenrt old. IS handt high.

Will Be Open Evenings Until 8 p.m. Christmas Week

COWS

Quit
positively
Business; no Shams; no
make believes, but an
absolute complete Closing Out Sale.

cow, 9 yean old, will be freth toon.
While Face cow, 3 years old, will be freth toon.
1 While Face heifer,
coining 2 yean old, will bo freth toon.
2 yearling!.

1

Jeriey

1

FARM IMPLEMENTS
1

1
1
1
1

Mnndl wagen, good at now.
Milwaukoe Row biiidor, good one.
Dite Breaking Plow.
P. ft O. Ditc.

3

D. WEÍLLER, Successor to

Jackman Dry Goods Co.

ffllflWeV

Litter.

one-rn-

l.

'

'

Come on Ladies! Now
is your chance, so take
advantage
and sr.ve
money.

3-- 4

G?nin Drill.
1 Sod Plow.
1 Set Leather
Tug Harnett.
1 John Ueere
1 Set Chfcin Haructt.
.
'
S Collnrt.
1 Old Saddle.
1 Iron Clad Incubator,
150 egg'.
1 Well Rope, 120 fort.
1
Oil Tank.
About three dozen Chickeni,
Some junk Iron and other ttuf f too numerout to mention.
1

i

Wo

again occur that too many are absent
from sickness.
We have a peerless corps of touchers in the Ilibto School, nearly 100
You need this
por cent efficient.
sorvice, and the service needs you.
Our Christmas exercises will be held
at the church on Wednesdiiy evening, Dec. 24th.
I. N. JETT, Minister.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Birhop Howden of AimiquciM.
th" Episcopt.'
conducted servir"
Church last Sunday. A r:stor wil".
rebe appointed for thi? church,
sume his duties here about the first
of tho year.

The News force has been working
t:t a pretty lively clip during the past
week gi'ttiiig out holiday papers and
Something doing at the Methodist handling a big rush of printing genmorning, erally. The return of continuous ser
Sunday School Sunday
vice f'om the light plant has been,
come and hear about it. Classes for
duly appreciated this week and has
every one, 0:45 a. m.
materially neipeu mo lorcv in
Trcaching by tho pastor, Rev. R. out this big paper.
B. Freeman, morning nnd evening.
TO ALL INTERESTED
Subject, 11 a. m. "Who was Jesus
METHODIST CHURCH SUNDAY

TERMS OF SALE- All sums under $10.00 cash.
Over that amount a credit of ten months' time with
approved security bearing ten per cent interest.
5 percent discount for cash.
-

n n

ABEL
Owner

TATE it RAMEY, Auctioneers

DENNIS & SON, Clerks

Christ t" Subject, 7 p. m. "Getting
acquainted with Jesus."
6:30, a half hour social with the
Senior League.
0:00, League devotional service,
Prayer
led by Miss lone Austin.
Meeting every Wednesday evening at
7 o'clock. Come and enjoy an hour
of spiritual feast. Choir practice
from 7 to 8 Wednesday evening.

Say, you boys of tho shops and
How
working peoplj generally:
would you like to see tho Clovis
Union Laundry go to Tcxlco. If this
business had ft proposition of a few
thousand offered them to go over
there what would you think? Think
this over, boys.
J. D. Looper, Chairman Board.

cf
9 miles east
end ( li ven miles north of Clovis and
h well improved. Auction sales of
lend are becoming very popular in
the last few months and all have
turned out well.
n

8 SUE
R. C. Vinyard will sell what is
known as the Jim James farm on
Monday, Dec. 22, at public auction,
Erie Forbes being the auctioneer.
This farm consists of 2S3 acres and
will be sold in addition to GO head of
cattle, some horses and mules and 22
head of hogs. This farm is 11 miles

Texlco-Farwel-

ii-t-

l,

INSTALATION

SERVICE

The Order of the Eastern Star will
have joint Installation of officers
with tho Masonic Order, Pec. 17th.
All members arc requested to be
present.
SECRETARY.

Cash Shoe Store
REAL SHOES FOR BOYS
Brown English

$5.00 to $7.00

Calf Skin Shoes in Toss and Teds for
girls
.'
$5.00 to $9.00

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, DECEMEEK IS,
BAPTISTS FAIL TO ACT
ON COLLEGE LOCATION

ALSO

No action was taken yesterday toward locating the Baptist college by
the executive committee of the Baptist convention of New Mexico, as
owing to delayed trains many of the
delegates failed to arrive. It it probable that a decision will be reached
some time Thursday.
East Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Clovis,
and Roswell, In addition to Albuquer
que, are after tha college, and the
contest promises to be a spirited one.,
Albuqucrqua Herald.

MARY PiCCtFORP

NEWSPAPERS ASKED TO
CONSERVE TRINT PAPER
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The Two Latest Pictures by These Favorites
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Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
DECEMBER 21th and 25th
Matinee Christmas Day at 3 :00
.Mull
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Secretary
Hale Duncan.
Manager F. B. Payne.
Directors Chas Quante, Howard
Neal, J. A. Matthews, T. J. Randol
and Rowland Wicks.
The company has done an excellent
business the past year and has added
a store at Farwcll, which also reports
a good business.
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EAY.'COXXE TO THE LAND OF DELIGHT-FUCLIMATE, RICH SOIL, PURE WATER,
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PROSPERITY.
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If you are a renter,
If yon have some grown boys,

If yon are one of the boys,
If yon are dissatisfied where you are,
If yon have a desire to do better,
If yonr Wealth is not the best,
If your family's health is not good; or
If yon want a combination of climate,

lünd and

opportunities that simply cannot be beat,
Get a home in the PANHANDLE!

be established

throughout the country he said.
FOOD SALE

Bo

mittance given special attention

ON

H02JE III ggg JAKfHALE
EASY TERK3 BEFORE LAND MCES
BEYOND THE AVERAGE FARMER'S PUlLsE.' pIÍíBÍNDLE FARMER?
ABB juUOgro GOOD, AND ARE LIVING
BTJTf A

CHAMP CLARK BEING
BOOMED FOR PRESIDENCY

Just listen at the good things to
eat. Some more of that good chill,
also plum pudding, mince meat,
dressed chickens, pies, cakes, cookies, home baked bread 'neverthing
WOVEN PICKET FENCE FOR
good for sale by the ladles of the
STACK LOTS, THREE AND FOUR
Altar Society of the Catholic Church
FOOT HEIGHTS.
at the Barry Hardware store, Saturday, Dec. 20th. Food will be on
sale about eleven o'clock.

Mail Orders accompanied by

ir

Intlio

Is ilio Best Investment

New York, Dee. 17. Permanent
headquarters will be established in
the interests of the candidacy of
The Palini Buying and Selling AsChamp Clark, former speaker of the
sociation held its annual meeting last
house of representatives for the demSaturday and elected the following
ocratic nomination for president,
officers for the coming year:
Julius J. Binder, chairman of local
President Chas. Quanta.
Simiannounced today.

Alamogordo,

nU

aoiiancáie

Washington,
17. Every
Dee.
newspaper in the country was called
on today by the house postoff Ice com- pKjtM to reduce it consumption of
II n.ews prjnt pajwr by ten per cent for
a period of ix months, ip an effort
to relieve the present serious short
age ;whicn the committee baa been
told threatened the destruction of
'
number of small papen.
Voluntary
of publish'
era would obviate the necessity for
repressive government action, said
the committee statement.
Members of (he committee said
that If the publishers carried out the
voluntary conservation plan, further
action on the Anthony bill to limit
the aixe of newspapers and periodimail privcals using the second-clas- s
ilege would be postponed.

PLAINS BUTING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

WATER DISCOVERIES IN
OIL WELLS TO BE OF
'
BENEFIT TO THE STATE
Dec. 14. According
of geologists, New
reports
to the
Mexico Will be big winner from the
oil boom whether oil ii found or not.
It is said that over 100 drills are
now going down in every county in
the state and that oil men are confident that oil will be found same place
in paying quantities. Even if all the
geologists and the experienced oil
men should be wrong as to the oil the
people will know more about the underground water supply of the state as
a result of the campaign, and it is
thought that water discoveries may
be made which will be nearly as valuable as oil. It is possible that within a year or two plenty of oil may
be found and also many new artesian
districts.
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Capitol Reservation Lan
102 South

Market St., Chicago

Jas. D. Hamlin, Local Representative
FARWELL, TEXAS

4.it

Austin k Co,

122 N. Main St.

Phone 43

222 S. Main St.

Phone 12
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Offers Some Exceptional Bargains for Christmas Shopperr
CANDY

SPECIALS

We have one of the largest stocks of Candies
to be found in Clovis.
Guntlier's Chocolate Candy 2 lb. box 65c

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday Specials on
Staples. We offer the following for December

APPLES
Coffet, per bu. box
Bou Davis, per bu. box
Wine Sap, per doz

'

'

$2.50
$2.75
40c

20th, 22nd and 23rd.

1--

C,We have every fruit the market affords.

Gunther's Chocolate Candy, 1 lb. box
6

NUTS
Pecans, per pound

25c

English Walnuts, No. 1 grade, per lb
Filberts, per pound
Brazil Nuts, per pound
Almonds, per pound

50c

5
1

pounds Mixed Nuts

pound Mixed Nuts

Baker's Pride Flour, per cwt
Sunlight Flour, per cwt

$6.50
$6.25

$1.00

G

21

bars for

cans Justice Corn for

$1.CD

61b. pail Crisco for

$2.13

45c

Figs, just arrived.
Remember we handle Chase and Sandborn's
Seal Brand Coffee and refund your money if

Cudaliy's Puritan Hams, per lb

you arc not pleased.

Armour's Star Breakfast Bacon, pcrlb.L

45e
$1.75
4Cc

PLATE RIB ROAST
Per lb. 15c

BRISKET ROAST
Per lb. 20c

SHOULDER STEAK
Per lb. 20c

jww..sawMtiujw..a

Swift's White Soap,

Dried Prunes, Apricots, Raisins, Peaches and

STEAK

PHONE 52

$2.13

45c

BEEF

222 S. MAIN

Cudaliy's Compound, large pail

$2.00

BEEF

rrscjEESBEnscsTRaCTi

h

pounds Mixed Candy

$1.25

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

...'

Palm Olive Soap, per bar

PORK
HAM OR SIDE PORK, C

A.B . AUSTIN & CO. Inc.
-

r

Per lb. 30c

I
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Retail and Financial Conditions of Glovis
I

Ü
With the merchant! doing twice the
buiw of ny otner yettr in tne n,i- tory of Clovii nnd Curry County onJ
100 per cunt
the banks with nearly
in deposits over last year and
in the hiataiy
one of the record years
not nearly all of the
of thv city
crop money yet in, Clovia and this
territory is facing one of the
preatest piriods of prosperity in its

funda from other outside sources The fall conditions Indicate a buñiper Clovia is well equipped with retail
mixed up in the finances in Clovia. crop next year and the same advance stares of every kind and .they are
It Is all money that has actually come ment that has been experienced this fully able to care for the business
from production in this section.
that ia here.
year.
There are no vacant houses in the
Railroad facilities in this section
,
city and more than one hundred have been responsible, in a meakure, OH, BOY I IF THIS
OIL RUMOR COULD
homes huve been buildcd wimin the for the conditions. This city li the
REALLY BE TRUE I
last eeverul months. There ar now division point for the Santa Fe, with
contracts for many homes in addition a line to Chicago and Kansas City on
which is Indicative of extensivo immi- - the east and to the Pacific Coast an
A persistent rumor has been in cirgrution to this section and accounts the west and south to Galveston and culation hereabouts for several days
exigence.
There are many reasons for this in part for extensive bank deposits southwest to Roswell, Carlsbad and that someone has purchased the leases
nrrissed prosperity, some of which Hotel and rooming houses are all Pecos through the fertile Pecos Val of tho Capitol Syndicate in Deafj
prosperity which is
full of transients who arc either here ley. The city ranks second as a rail- Smith County and would sink twenty
re after-wa- r
or living in the hotels road center in the state, exceeded five test welts for oil or gas at once.
nutural condition and also influx of on
The Brand fiwt got it that it was
mmitfrunts but the principal reason temporarily awaiting ho'usu or the only by Albuquerque.
The railroad
is the actual development of local re
comirur of their families.
Labor is valuation within the city abne ex the Sinclair interests that all the wells
.mires, the harvesting of one of the somewhat scarce and this fact alono' cccds more than a million dollars with were to be drilled in this county, with
in the PanhanpreiiUst crops in the history of this rcturds building developments to a the round house, machine shops, str- - a totál of twenty-fiv- e
.. riicin and the general growth and certain extent,
tionr, Harvey Honro and extensive dle country.
All this is rumor not facts. The
dvwlopment of the vast field of rc
At the present time in Clovia there yardi and the Railways Ice Company
is not a retail merchant but who is which ices all of the fruit trains from Brand wants that driven home. We
pmrces which exist in this section.
The officii: statements of the three doing exceptionally well.
It is not the const. Some of the most exten- are printing it as a rumor not as a
h.nks in Clovis, (two of which arc only the present prosperity we are sive railroad equipment used in the fact.
operates
But just suppose, old timer, it was
from this
National banks and one State bank) onfoying hut wp ran seo a verv bright United States
to pan out to be true
fhow a steady gain in the last two future ahead. The fact that business roint. The greatest
months due to the marketing of some is in such a prosperous condition and fruit business of the United States wouldn't the old safety valve pop
The railroad around this neck o the woods?
of the crops and general increased the fact that very little of this money passes through Clovis.
In fact the banks over the has been brought in for the present monthly pay roll in Clovis is in excess Hereford Brand.
huviuM.
Extensive improveentire state show a decided increase crop makes things doubly encourag of $100,000.
in
TAKING NO CHANCES
this fall, but Clovii and Curry County ing. The crops are so bountiful this ments and extensions are planned
acto
Clovis
in
city
yards
get
Fe
Indicating
this
Santa
necessary
the
to
year that it has been
rhow a larger gain
Gibba So you went after the job?
iiAitntlflll help from the outside to handle them. comodate the ever increasing busi1
l
i - U WIC MAt
Ilium
JtnU COUnly W UV It.
you believed that the office
thought
I
eventually
will
this
in
That
The
ness.
Land values have increased but
ami progressive In the state.
into one of the principle com- should seek the man?
total deposita in the banks at this this respect real estate Is rtill excepDibbs I do. but this is a fat job
great South
time is more than a million six hun- tionally cheap for what it produces mercial centers of the
and I thought it might get winded
At
foregone
conclusion.
is
west
a
becoming
better
is
dollars.
this
fact
and
thousand
dred
retail mer before it reached me.
The money which tl on deposit in known throughout the middle western thii time Clovii has more
'
average of
an
on
city
than
a
chants
will
foster
which
alone
money
which
fact
states
all
li
Clovii
bsnkl
the
If its newi The News wants it.
merchants
these
all
and
this
site
twice
has actually been produced in this extensively immigration to this
In fact Phone ui. No. 97.
prospering.
and
solvent
months.
are
twelve
or
next
money
the
within
oil
tion
no
There ii
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Greatest

'

Spring'!! Be Here
It
'fore You Know
held back the production

conditions which greatly
DESPITE
throughout the early months of this year,
buyers have
nearlv twenty thousand discriminating motor car of their new
been made happy and contented by the possession
Chandler cars.
hope, be able to fill
Chandler dealers will, we

Nothing could more clearly show the regard
in which America holds the Chandler
for
the patience with which thousands waitedThey
Chandlers.
weeks and months for their
waitmSJ
waited because they knew what they were
Tor.
waiting
worth
is
they know it
ause
comSome are still waiting, but their cars are
many
of
care
taking
ing. December production is
Chandler
orders, and January will see the great
in the
unprecedented
basis
plant mi a production
medium priced line car nem.

the
their orders more quickly next year, but when
country

first warm days of Spring come, and the
roads call, and everyone decides he wants his new
car at once, there will be some waiting again.
If you want your new Chandler when you want it,
place your order now. If you want to be sure of getting the car of your choice, the greatest of all Sixes
beyond question, drop in and see your Chandler
dealer now, regardless of what the weather may
be. For 'Spring'U be here 'fore you know it.'

for,-bec-

All Chandler bodies

name famous.
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ENCHANTMENT

TRADING WITH THE HUNS

IN DISTANCE

Two cowboys in the wild weaA- -:
In tho first ten and a half months
after the armistice was signed the agreed to settle their difference! wiUK
Both were dreading tfar
sales of British goodi to the Germans revolvers.
amounted to more than $80,000,000. ordeal. Patrick showed it moat Has.
These figures arc of passing interest kneei knocked together to iuch
when we remember the sentiment extent that they affected his aim..
.
"Look here!" he said at last ta ii.-during the war to laolate and boycott
aiV-loa
as
you,
favr
the German after hostilitiea were opponent. "Will
me to rest my leg againat thisvi
over, It seemi that money can get
what there is to sell, at most of ui milestone to steady myself?'
"Yes," laid the other man, trying thought would be the case. Farwell
to control hii voice, "if you'll sdtosa--"
State Line Tribune.
me to rest my leg against the net

a,
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DIED AFTER LONG ILLNESS
Jamea E. Hinman died on Dee. 6th
at the home of his parents southeast
.if town after a lingering Illness. Mr.
HinrAan was 29 years old. The fun- oral service was held on the 9th, the
service being conducted by Rev. Freeman of the Methodist Church. H. L.
Hinman of Los Angeles, California,
'
and D. E. Hinman of Buchanan, Mich- i

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those wW
were so kind during the illness and
the funeral of aur ion and brothers
James E. Hinman, who died en Baw-5tYour kindness will ever be
and may God. spare jwk
the grief that has been ouri in tbav--

a,

h.

inuiin viivoo ttiiv
in furnishing flowen and muaic
Mr. and Mri. S. S. Hinman,
WOVEN PICKET FENCE FOR
Mr. and Mrs. H L. Himmuu
STACK LOTS. THREE AND FOUR
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Hinman- -.

hcre to attend the funeral.

FOOT HEIGHTS.

Kemp QunW (bmpqruj

TOMtfnHfcll

Lots of good used heaters-- CloviV
Furniture Co.

iHttM

CHRISTMAS
BUYING
WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH CANDY,
NUTS, FRUITS AND GOOD THINGS TO EAT
FOE THE CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS. DOH'T
FORGET TO PROVIDE FOR THE KIDDIES.
WE CAN HELP YOU FIX THEM UP.
4--
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Disbatch
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t'uur-l'osscni- er

AH

fritn
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Roadster,

er

,yrai

HM

Limousine, MJM

Coupe, SV9S
Ctmlni

SALES CO

D

ROM IE H. JONES,

McFARLIN OLD STAND

Clovis, N. M.

M.Mr

Phone 43

Office Over Danhof Jewelry Co.
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M. L.

(Luther) Lynn
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H
Wa offer the following prices for hides:
(livou hides, 20 cfiits.
Part Salt cuird at Vahu-Sail cuumI, 2:'. cents.
Drv Flint. :i0 cents.
acy
Phone or wire at our expense when you nave
)
,
quantity to of fe"
inc
We want to hairile your hides and must keep
.
touch with you.
101
501 Grant St.
.
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COMPANY CLEVELAND OHIO
CHANDLER MOTOR CAR
'TaaweisMPWsMaMr'iwsMiasaaMtsjs!
'i- -'

Swarts Building

Street

"--

OF BODY
SIX BEAUTIFUL STYLES
Car. I97S

CHANDLER-CLEVELAN-

rr""

S. Main

am"l"Ktmo,or,

'f kiisifi a

Seven-Pussi-nt- er

Miss Lucy Turner

one standard Chandler chassis, which has made the
it. fe,ature, embrace, as for years
solid cast aluminum motor base, annular ball
tor
shafts, and BoscH maSneto tuition.

are "oummonjn

'S&ffitdSVft
n..

Of Ladies' Hats, trimmed and untriinined. You can
ct some real values by buying now.
The Ladies' Exchange helps solve your Christmas
worries.
CALIFORNIA TOILET GOODS

as

Marvelous Motof

ie

American Coa!, Grain and Hidev Co.

AMARILLO, TEXAS
Prices subject to change without notices.'

,
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HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLAR BULL IS DEAD
King Scgis Pontine Alcartar, the
famous Holstoin-Friesia- n
bull valued
at $50,000, is dead. He was 'owned
by John H. Arfmann of Fairmount
farm in New York.
King Segis was born in New York
November, 1910. The next year Mr.
Arfmann's father bought him for
$10,000, then the highest price ever
paid for a bull in this state, it was
said. In 1913 Mr. Arfmann sold a
half interest in the bull. Six months
later the New Zealand government offered $100,000 for Kins: Segis, but
the offer was refused. The bull earned $50,000 to $75,000 a year, it was
said.
King Segis was sired by King Segii
Pontiae. His dam was Alcartar. He
stood about five feet high and weighed 2,600 pounds. He had hundreds
of sons and daughters, many of them
prize winners. He was exhibited at a
cattle show in Madison Square garden, New York, In 1915, and swept
the board of prizes.

The Making and
Keeping of Friends
0n of the element of friendship
and how can one have that characteristic
STEADY PLACE FOR LIVING?

steadfastness

U

when one has no

Uour children will not be, able to make lasting friends
if you keep moving them around from place to place. You
and your wife can at best make "acquaintances" during
your "rental period of ore place."
)
the whim of a
as you show by not owning a "HOME" that it I
BIG THING IN YOUR LIFE) just so long will
STEADFAST FRIENDSHIP be eilremely difficult

As long as you live at

land-lord-

as long
not the
REAL,

to
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Clovis, N. M.

retorted

TAPE IT IN TIME

r.ni

G.T.WILSON
is still in the ring

re-

pairing clocks,

sewing

machines

phono-

and

graphs. I have no phone,
but a postal card will
get me.

G. T. Wilson
Clovis, N. M.

Fotser-Milbur-

9100

Reward, $108

ppr

The readers of this
win be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages and
that Is catarrh. Catarrh belnr greatly
Influenced by constitutional
conditions
requires constitutional treatment. Hail's
Catarrh Medicine Is taken Internally and
acts thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, giving the
patient strength by building up the constitution nr.j susls'lna nature In doing Its
work. The proprietors hnve so much
faith In the rurntlve powers of Hall's
Catarrh Medicine that thv offer One
Hundred Hollars for any aae that It falls
to cure. Bend for M of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo.
Ohio. Sold by al! Drugulst. 76o.
!

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Creditors and all others interested
in the estate of Laura E. Flournov.
deceased are hereby notified that the
probate court of Curry County, New
Mexico, has set the 6th day of January, 1920, at 10 o'clock A. M., at the
County Clerk's Office in said County,
as the time and place for final settlement and hearing of said estate
and to hear objections thereto, if any.
JOHN W. FLOURNOY,
Administrator.

Condensed Statement of tlic Condition of

The Clovis National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

!,

As Made to the Comptroller of Currency at the Close of
Business November 17th, Y.)YX
.

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

Loans
Bonds
Stock
Other

and Discounts
$308,190.13
and 5 Fund
49,000.00
in Fed. Res. Bank
1,500.00
Real Estate
6,500.00
Furniture and Fixtures..
6,000.00
Bankiny House
14,500.00
War Savings Stamps
840.00
Cash and Sight Exchange 160,693.43
Over Sl'r, the law requires only 10

Capital Stock

$

Surplus Fund
Circulation

25,000.00

.

.

Undivided Profits

Rediscount

25,000.00

.

DEPOSITS

$547,223.56

25,000.00
8,206.64
NONE
468,927.02
$647,223.66

The Above Statement is Correct,

J.

C.

NELI?

Cashier.

In Point of Strength We Stand First
The Only Bank in Curry County Designated by the United
States Treasury Department as an Honor Boll Bank.
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Camels are offered you as a cigarette entirely
out of the ordinary a flavor and smoothness
never before attained. To best realize their quality compare Camels with any cigarette in

the world at any price!
Camels flavor is so refreshing, so enticing, it will

win you at once it is so new and unusual. That's
what Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and

T

choice Domestic tobacco gives you! You'll prefer
this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight!

t rj,,.ni';l1'!)irii'lni1'1H'iit!tiiiii'WM).i...'
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As you smoke Camels, you'll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And, you'll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels liberally

i,,,,.

!v' ''.'"'''l''',lf

; ';v

'''

without tiring your taste!

v.

Take Camels at any angle they surely supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced.
They're a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons, premiums or gifts.

You'll prefer Camels quality!
Cm
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Phone No. 97 for job printing.
Job Printing at

tht

News Office.
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Gould.

ton, the unknown heirs of any de
ceased person and the unknown
claimants of interests in the premises adverse to the plaintiff, de
fendants.
To the defendants, Isuac D.
Mossie M. Christian, Eala Buc
key, Josoph E. Walton, the unknjwn
heirs of any deceased person and the
unknown claimants of interests in the
premises adverse to the plaintiff, in
the above suit.
You will take notice that a suit
has been filed against you and is now
pending in the District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District in and for Cur
ry County, New Mexico, in which R.
M. Jones Is plaintiff and Isaac D.
Christian, Mossie M. Christian, Eala
Buckey, Joseph E. Walton, the unknown heirs of any deceased person
and the unknown claimants of inter-eat- s
in premises adverse to the plaintiff, are defendants, and numbered
1547 on the docket of said Court.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said suit are as
fallows: To procure a judgment of
the said Court finding and declaring
plaintiff to be the owner in
of the following real estate, to- wit: The South half of the North-caquarter of Section twenty-fiv- e
in township three North or' Range
thirty-on- e
East of the New Mexicj
Meridian, in Curry County, New Mexico; and for a further order of the
Court correcting, approving and confirming a certain tax dwd convoying
said land to the plaintiff and all proceedings had and done in connection
therewith and for a further order and
judgment of tho Court establishing
plaintiff a estate and title in
in nnd to the real property above
mentioned against the adverse rlnims
of defendants, and barring nnd forever estopping defendants from having or claiming any right or title to
the premises above mentioned adverse
tj the plaintiff, and forever quieting
and setting at rest plaintiff's title
thereto; and ( for an order finding
&aia Hucxey, dcrendant, and Mrs,
Ella Buckley mentioned in said tax
deed, one and the same person and
the true name to be Eala Buckey.
You are further notified that if
you fail to appear or plead In this
cause on or before January 19, 1920,
judgment will be rendered against
you in said caure by default and the
plaintiff will apply to the Court for
the relief sought in the complaint
herein.
W. A. Havener
is attorney for
plaintiff and his post office and busi
ness address is Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof, I have hcrar
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court, this 26th day of No
vemher, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
County Clerk.

ilk ".
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meet your taste!

NOTICE OF SUIT

Clovis citizens endorse them.
Mrs. O. I. Love, 205 S. Wallace
St., Clovis, says: "A few years aeo I
had an attack of kidney complaint
and for a whole winter my bacy was
so lame and weak, I CDuld hardly get
about. I do hope I never get to feeling like that again. I often got so
dizzy I nearly fell over and my kidneys were in a bad way, too, being
weak and inactive.
Snecks floated
before my eyes and blurred my sight.
I bought Doan's Kidney Pills from
the Southwestern Drug Cx and three
boxes cured me of the trouble. Any
one suffering from disordered kidneys should try Doan's Kidney Pills,
for they are a great medicine."
60c, at all dealers.
n
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

14 Mi
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Just as Scores of Clovis People Have
In the District Ciurt of Curry Coun
Waiting doesn't pay.
ty, New Mexico.
you
neglect kidney backache,
If
R. M. Jones, Plaintiff.
Urinary troubles often folbw.
vs.
No. 164!
Doan's Kidney Pills are for kidney
Isaac D Christi; .., Mossie M. Chris
backache, and for other kidney ills.
tian, Eala Buckey, Joseph E. Wal

.

Cigarettes made to

A pretty Philadelphia girl at a
Newport dance was the topic of discussion in many circles, or at least
her dress was, for it was as scant and
filmy as one could possibly conceive.
Very decollette in front, it was
spaced in the back with a broad V
reaching to her waist. 'To be sure
there were slight wisps that served as
ishsulder straps, and the cutest bit of
!a train, but thru the giiuze that went
:for a skirt one could discern as she
whirled about the floor, that, there
were ruby studs on her garters.
"Claudia's a dear girl," remarked
the hostess to George Gould, "bul all
her interests
are wrapped up in
clothes."
SI "Well, I'm sure nothing else Is,"

Phone 15
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"It Costs No More To Build It Right"
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Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
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If not why not plan now to build. You will find not
only a step to happiness but a step to prosperity.
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NOTHING ELSE

Do You Own Your Own Home?

X.
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STATE OP NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY COUNTY

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

,r..".;

WtDBtAlhTJ
COAT BILK
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Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the provisions of an Act of
Congress approved June 20th, 1910,
the laws of the State of New Mexico,
and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
sule to the highest bidder at 9 o'clock
A. M., on Tuesday,
January 6th,
1920, in the town of Clovis, County
of Curry, State of New Mexico, in
front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of land,

,
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drug"1

Real Service!
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try Goal Milk you will uotr so
dai'K to incoju bal) y levóla.

We are now feeding mors
people than at any tima we
hnve been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There if a
reason for this. We are giving
our putrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.
los-siti- lc

vis:

Sale No. 13!0 All of Sec. 36, T.
R. 35
containing 640.00
acres, the improvements consists of
houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
tank, fencing, orchard, value $5,160.
Sale No. 13Ó1 All of Sec. 16. T.
6 N., R. 36 E., containing 640.00
acres,
the Improvements consist of
well, and fencing, value $950.00.
No bid on the above described
tracts of land will be accepted for
lesa than TEN DOLLARS ($10.00)
per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the
successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be sub
ject to the following terms and conJ
ditions, viz:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such sale,
of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent inter
est in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sale nnd which said amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico, if the
successful bidder docs not execute a
contract within thirty days after it
has been mailed to him by the State
Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his pption
matte payments oi noi less man
per cent of
of ninety-fiv- e
the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date of the
contract and to próvido for the pay
ment o i any unpaid balance at the
expiration of thirty yenrs from the
date of the contract with interest on
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payable In ad
vance on the anniversary of the date
of the contract, partial payments to
bn credited to the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following
the date of tender.
The above sale of land will be subject' to valid existing rights, easements, rights of way and reservations.
All mineral rights in the above described lands are reserved to the

N. C.

Winstoa-Salei-

2 N.,

V. Steed

C.

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
rhoM

14 Doth Day and Night.

OPEN ALL NICHT
We have adopted a new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night This will giva
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are In getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Ogg& Boss Cafe
Open All Night

After you eat always take

'ATOMIC
I ffoTy oua acbS-stóaciQ
Instantly relieve Heartburn, Bloat-- d

Gassy Feeling. Stops food flouring,
repeating, and all stomach mifioriea.

O

spn)!.

.'wnflfth
Aid distio and
twtwt anil troné. InermiMts Vlulily snl 1'ep.
EATONlfMsthehedt rimed?. Tnn if Ihoq.
Iftnü wonderfully benvlit"!. Onlyrontnn emt
or two dny t uno it. I'.wltlvi ly unr.mtei'd
mumur. (jutsku
toplwnor wewill
tax Uxlsy. You will hu,

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Clovis, N. M.

nr

o4

O

sr

d
CO

CO

Phone No. 97 for job printing,
us. No. 97.

rhono

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.;

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phont'211

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Nig!.l Piten 235

State.

The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves the right to reject any and all
bids offered at said sale.

j FORD OWNERS Be Happy

Possession under contracts of sale Ü

for the above described tracts will
be given on or before

October 1st,

1920.
Witness my hand and the official
seal of the State Land Office 6t the
State of New Mexico, this eighth day
of October, 1919.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First publication Oct 16. 1919.
Last publication Dec. 25, 1919..
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For your car. Save gasoline. Start your car
easy, jno kick. aiso save plugs, rrice $3.50.

Hardy & Lewis
Distributora for Curry County, New Mexico.

109 North Mal

St.,

at Raney and Wllkersoa's Of Hoe
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Pay Cash and Get Your Own

Profit f

o of

Clovis r.1ill & Elevator Go.

Thk atore mIU for caik realising that it it poeaible ie Mil for
Utt money ai there tro bo dead aecoaata to bo abiorbed by increaio
la por coat of profit.

(By R. KENNETH EVAN3)
Dry
Keeping pace with the development In this lection the
and Elevator company it making plana for the
doubling of the capacity of the mill or at least making it a.
100 barrel mill by thia time next year or by the time the
next wheat crop comes In. Although thia institution ia today handling twice aa much grain aa any other dealer in the
state of New Mexico ita capacity ia not aufficient to properly
care for the grain which cornea to it and for that reason extensive plans are being made for the enlargmcnt of the institution ard the building of additional elevators in the trade
territory effected by this Institution.

WE SELL FOR CASH
NEW MEXICO

44

Building Is On The Boom In Clovis
And thia yard ia oquippad to fvraiih everything in tbo building
material lino. Wo own our own iiw mlllt, timbar land and equipment and farnUb bailding materials to 121 yard in tha groat Southwell, owned by tbio company. Lot ui figuro with you on your
Umber bill.

W. B. CRAMER, Managor.
'

NEW MEXICO

The Oldest Established Grocery
Carrying ono of tbo ami extenaive lino of Staple and Fancy
Crocort and Meati. Our meat market in connection ia in charge of
experienced meat cultora and wo handle only tbo beat.

B. EASTHAM
WEST CRAND AVENUE
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
have it at all times.

S. A. Jonea, cashier

O. A. CAMPBELL

gained much recognition becauae of his ability along buainess
linea, ia vice preaident of the mill company.

. J. J.X

Lester Stone, secretary and manager of the mill, ha
served five ytars in that capacity and ia an experienced mill
man. Through hit careful and auccessful management the
Mr. 'Stone ia an
mill haa grown to ita present proportions.
active member of the Chamber of Commerce and' actively
interested in the development of all resources in this section.

jDo It Electrically The Easy Way

will aooa
Oar ealeaaive llao of electrical appliaaco and fixture
Wo
Monroe..
and
Mala
of
comer
location,
now
la
our
Installed
Will
Mexico.
Now
in
found
bo
ill carry ttfa moat e.ten.iv. line to
fixture.
do contract wiring of bornea and Inatallatloa of electrical

a.
The Nunn Electric Co. of Clovis

Call and viilt

NEW MEXICO
i

"Thp Stnre. nl- Oualitu"
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aro lino ol ciommg
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ladie department.
extoailvo dry gooda department.
ready-to-we-
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"ir

I
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CLOVIS

Wholesale and Retail

M--

Telephone 248

THE BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

r.. ..............
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Dr. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR

WARRINER

113

BUILDING

Phone

South Main

101

Plains Buying & Selling Assn.
With our three atoroa our buying connection! makoa it poaaible
for a to carry aa extenaive line at a lower price than the ono atore
merchant. Our atock of Coal, urain, Implement ana urocene. m
the moat complete in thia aectioa of New Mexico. We want your
patronage along with the 400 of our atockhotdori.

F.B.PAYNE, Manager
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better

Grade
Our lino of furniihinga for men and young men ia ono of the
moat extenaive in New Mexico and incorporate, all the ataadard lino
one could deeiro. We do cleaning and praaaing that pUaioa, Maintaining free automobile delivery service. No matter how dainty the
fabric wo can handle it aatiafactorilyt.

SMITH & HYATT
"The House of Korrect Klothing"

iu

The company hat just finished the building of an
at Bovina and one in course of construction at Mule-sho- e
and will build one fluring the coming yean at Havener,
which shows that the Institution believes in branching out to
care for the business that is coming to this section. In addition to the elevators maintained at Clovis, this institution
also maintains elevators at Farwell and San Jon.
ele-vat-

Í4imrTtTtttttrTTTTTTTTTTTT.

,r

It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man

i

Influence upon .uc- - ;;
But being well droM.d ha a fery material a por.onal Identity f . ,
alwaya
hare
You
will
cea in
Gent. .tor. U
h!
a klRSCHBAUM uil of cloth... Our
you
Mexico.
New
In
complete
.f tha moit

W. I. LUIKART & CO.
"THE BIO STORE"

NEW MEXICO

PTOVTS

Vliv

A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City
An inatitutlon eitabliih.d in Eaatera New Mexico to meet the
need, of thoao living in thia aection and parta of Wait Texai. Eaien-tial- ly
an agricultural and atockman'a bank. Depoaitory for the
United Statoa, State of New Mexico, County of Curry and City of

This is the type of institution that is today making
Cbvis such an important commercial center. The growth
and development of the resources of this company will also
lend an impetus to the development of other resources in this
section in keeping with the steady march of progress the
city is making.

... dr.
X

CAKES, PIES, BREAD

In addtion to the manufacturing of flour and the handling of grains In a wholesale way, the Clovis Mill and Elevator Company maintains the most extensive market to be
found in this section of the great southwest and is in the
market at. all timea for the purchase of all kinda of grains,
paying the highest market prices.

..J

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.
The Popular Shopping Center of Clos

i

E. H. HURD, Proprietor.

saving in using the home made product.

all tbo nationally known atan
A .m.l.t. and ud to date
. ..
.
Clothing lor the cni.oren .m.

J.rtmant
Ü

,

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS BAKERY

The capacity of the elevators located in Clovia ia for
one, 25,000 bushels, and for the other 10,000 bushels. The
mill has the latest and improved modern equipment and
while at thia time its capacity is but 60 barrels or 260 bushels of wheat per day as announced in the opening paragraph
of this article plans are on foot for the enlarging of the
The
mill and making it at least a 100 barrel institution.
meris
by
sold
all
Sunlight,
and
flour manufactured is the
chants in Clovis. In fact the local consumer is given the advantage of the tame grade of flour aa manufactured in the
milla in the Northwest country and Kansas' at the aame
price less cost of transportation, which is a very substantial

Wo

i

The Most Complete Garage In Thia Section oftNew Mexico

CLOVIS

of the Citizens Bank, and who haa

We

Qovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works

.

Automobile tuppliei of all bindi, including repair work and
electrical and ignition work. Curb enrice for gaaoline and oil.

ment.

GOLDEN GINGER ALE

tm

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

DODGE AND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES

J. W. Wilkinson, member of the real estate firm of
Ramey & Wilkinson, and an old resident of the city ia president of the mill company. He has other extensive interests
in this section and ia an ardent booster for civic develop-

Try Campbell's

CLOVIS

Service That Serve- sNEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

The institution has mill and elevators and other property holdings in Clovia in excess of $40,000 in value and
employ eight men to handle the extensive business which
has been builded up here. Some of the most influential
and successful businesa men of Curry County are interested
in thia institution and through their management are making this one of the best institutions of ita kind in tha section
and the entire atate of New Mexico.

In Clovis

L

-

The Clovis Mill and Elevator Company, through its
maintenance of extensive markets in Clovis and general
grain business, has been one of the most important factor
in the encouragement of the development of agricultural
resources in this part of New Mexico, as well as assisting
in establishing Clovis as one of the principle commercial
centers of the great Southwest.

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.

.

I;

Clovia Mill

CLOVIS

CLOVIS

Heating Stove, Cook Stoves, Rangaa, all kind, all
Stove for everybody. If you are ia need of any
kind of atove call aad let ua .bow you what we have la our
big stock.

price.

WHITING'S
The popular .hopping pUeo ol Clovis for Tar lot y goode.
good, ana all Ubm of variety merchandise.

i

WE HAVE STOVES

Clovia.

The First National Bank
Capital $100,000.00

Deposits $706,000.00

Clovis, New Mexico.

xxx

IIMlHl.Jie Home Mamifactared rfamr
Minnesoto 'flours and sold
As good a grade, milled from the same grade of wheat as Kansas and
grain, feed and coai.
cheaper as the local consumer saves transportation charges. Extensive dealers in

WW
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CLOVIS MILL
CLOVIS
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LEVATOR COMPANY
.
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MAIL ORDER HOUSE CREED

LET'S CO
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ers for aid and credit as we do not
know you. Dallas Trade League

Twelve csmmandments make up Journal.
one hundred men on an iland
ia the staple article of sus- - the decalogue of the retail mail order
01 me men
Twcnty-iiv- c
TWO PICTURES
enance.
house.
other clean
tch fish. Twenty-fivThese Tominandments
were not
cook the fish.!
'IheJish. Twenty-fiv- e
It is said thnt the Apaches had five
written on a stone by Moses, but they
vegct"SVenty-fivhunt fruit and
for murder, not one for love.
words
arc thoroughly understood and freof soviet litera- ."hies. The entire company eats what quently bumped into by anyone who , A .recent. analysis
,
,
,
18 snm lo now le" wor,,
nn is gathered and prepared.
l
catalogue
deals with the
mail order
Ior.acSo long as everybody works there concerns.
struccion, oniy one ior construction;
plenty. All humis are happy.
Following arc the twelve comman- six words for communism, only one
Ten of the allotted fish catchers dments, which thoroughly indicate the for nntriotism.
Bolfhrviom, according to linguistic
catching fish.
burners side of these concerns:
Ten more dry and hide part of the
1.
You shall sell your farm pro- analysis, yields many words meaning
sad?ish they catch.
duce for cash wherever you can, but pain, agony, torment, fear, awe,
Five continue to catch fish, but not to us; we do not buy from you.
ness, hunger, tears, distress, misery,
adversity,
calamity,
nnly work part of the day at it.
2. You shall believe our state imprisonment,
Tewer fish go into the community mentí and buy all you need from us disaster, and confiscation.
Bolshevistic writings also yield
kitchen.
ur wunt to h. cronrt to vnu.
ny wjM metnng oereavemeni,
But the same number 01 men in- - ' although wc are not acquainted with
widow, orphan, doom, death, grave,
jaat upon having the samo amount or i VOU
Twh to eat as they had before.
3. You hall send the mrmev in ad- - nd punishment.
The fifty men w,ho formerly clean-an- d vanee to give us chance to get the
We also find the following words
cooked the fish have less to ror.Hn from our factory with vour. abounding in soviet literature: revolt,
t'aMM tleie destroy, burn,
3 owing to the undersupply of fish. money; meanwhile you will have to
.
blow up, and finally: "In
demolish,
."But they continue to demand food.
wait patiently lor a lew weeKS oe
'Gradually greater burdens are laid cause that is our business method.
the work of destruction we must be
npon the fruit and vegetable hunters.
4.
Send us your money and we merciless."
abounds
in such
Americanism
"These insist upon a larger share of will akin you on the quality of the
Tiah in return for their larger efforts goods.
words as love, brotherhood, home,
m gathering fruit and vegetables. It
5. You shall buy your church bells country, protection, sympathy, pity,
denied them and soon twenty of and
compassion, chanty,
interior church fixtures from us fellow-feelinof them quit gatherftte twenty-fiv- e
nd, country, God, progress, assist- and forward the money in advance
ing fruit and vegetables.
ance, hope.
f or that is our business method.
''
But the entire one hundred men
The conditions portrayed by words
6. You shall collect from the busi- rwtfinue to insist upon their right ncss men in your vicinity as much arc as true to iife as the negative is
eat.
money as you can for the benefit of to that upon which the camera has
' The daily food supply gradually
TrilrA Vmil ...........
fllinifA
ntn nnrl
"v
we
A tnoucn
flrei
vo.nr rhurehes.
'shrinks. The man with two fish
more money from you than they do,
three bananas in exchange for
VALUE
still it is against our rules to donate NATION'S CROP
- am? of ihcm. The man with two ba- MORE'THAN EVER KNOWN
money for building country churches.
nanas refuses to part with one for
7. You shall buy your tools from
fewer than three fish.
Washington,
Dec. 12. Iiecdrd
us and be your own mechanic in order
at
remaining
Finally the ten men
productions tent
y
bountiful
and
prices
vito drive the mechanic from your
rork quit in disgust. Everybody conthe value of farm cropt harvested
cinity, for we wish it so.
tinues to eat. The hidden fish are 8. You will Induce your neighbor thit year to the unprecedented total
'hronght io light and consumed. Comes
to buy everything from us as we have of $414,092,740,000, exceeding the
day when there is no food of any
value of last year's crops by almost
room for more money.
Tirad. Everybody on the island blames
Final estimates of
9.
You shall look often at the 11,600,000,000.
everybody else.
pictures in' our catalogue so production were issued today by the
beautiful
What would teem to be the
your wishes will increase and you will department of agriculture and staExactly! We thought you
send in a big order, although you are tistics were based on prices paid to
aMild guess it
not in immediate need of the goods; producers December 1. The area of
Tor we repeat that you can't eat,
otherwise you might have lome money harvested crops thit year was more
liny, sell, steal, give away, hoard, left to buy necessary goods front your than 2,600,000 acres larger than last
men, ate, play or gamble with
year, amounting to a total of
local merchant.
'WHAT ISN'T. Chicago Herald and
acres. Corn easily main10. You shall have the merchantes"
Examiner.
that repair the goods that you buy tained its place as king of crops, with
from us book the bill so that you can a value of 13.034,234,000, while cotsend the money for hit labor to us ton, including cotton seed, was second
for new goods. Otherwise he will not with a total value of $2,332,913,000.
O.W.MOORE
The hay crop was third with
4 notice our influence.
PuHie Accountant
nin
believe
You
sha
l"
PAudits, Systems, InvestigationsWheat, combining the winter and
)ference to your local dealers.
Puekett BlÜg. Amarillo, Texas
spring
crop, was fourth with
in
accident,
of
You
shall,
case
12.
4j
sickness or need, apply to local deal- -
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Notice is hereby given to all tax payers of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, that the Assessor or a Deputy will he in the respective precincts of the
County at the following named places and dates, for the purpose of assessing

i

w,.

'

the taxable property of said county as provided by law for the year 1920.

--

TEXICO, Jan. 6th and 7th Tripletfs Store.
BLACKTOWER, Jan. 12th L. J. Sparks home.
Office.
HAVENER, Jan. 14th-P- ost
Storé.
VRAIN,
ST.
Jan.
Hotel.
MELROSE, Jan. 20, 21, 22, 23,
FIELD, Jan. 26th. Post Office.
Office.
CLAUDE, Jan. 28th-P- ost
GRADY, Feb. 9th and 10th Smithson's Store.
BONEY, Feb 12tb- -J. Z. Isler's home.
BELLVIEW, Feb. 13thPost Office.
HOLLENE, Feb. 16th Manning's Store.
SHILOH, Feb. 17th Pleasant Hill Store.
Tax Assessor's office will be open to accept rendition of
taxes every week day, beginnig January 2nd, until February 28th, 1920.

."".

.....

16th-Holl- ifüed

24-M- elrose

,

.....

1

Taxpayers of each pfreciriot are hereby notified not to fail on said days id
make their returns of property in order to avoid the 25 per cent penalty imposed by law and in order that you may secure the exemption granted to heads
of families.
Persons absent from their precincts are notified to make their retums to
the Assessor's Office at the Court House in the City of Clovis, said county and
state on or before the first day of March, 1920.

solu-'.4io-

359,-124,4-

'

$2,129,-0S7.00-

George Roach, County AssV

0.

,

É

Curry County
G. C. Kalkner, Piano Technician,
regulating and repairing pianos and
player piunos. Repreieating the
factories, the world's greutcst
product. Baldwin, Ellington, Hamilton and Howard sold on terms if desumed. The well is now about 600 sired. Leave orders for tuning at
feet deep and two good oil showings Lyceum Theatre.
MelroBe
have been encountered.
Thone No. 97 for job printing.
Messenger.

Reports from the Mesa Oil Company's test well southwest, are to the
effect that drilling is progressing
nicely. The casing was put in the hole
the first of the week and drilling re-

rs

IiuKI-wi-

n

NOTICE TO ALL
PRATORIAN3
You will please pay your duet
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
Recorder, at Clovit National
Bank.
II. E. Carlisle, Recorder

.What is more useful than a pood pair of solid comfort
W.

'

.

Cross

shoes? Our constantly inereasinn stock of shoes will

en-

able you to make a selection that will characterize style,
comfort, service and distinction; yet at n price that is

tirely reasonable.
in a good

en-

Let us fit each member of your family

pair of shoes before, the holidays; it will make

you have a happier Christmas.

Shoes Make Excellent Christmas Gifts

JAY your smokttastt
1
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eoinniam

41

F.

lift
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nusn up against a

Prince Albert call, all right!
You'll hunt a jimmy pipe so quick and
get so much tobacco joy out of every
. .
.
..rr yuuu
hi
pun
,wisn you naa been born
twins! For, Prince Albert puts over a turn
new to every man fond of a pipe or a home
made cigarette. It wins your glad hand

com-pletel- y.

That's because it has the quality t

Clovis, N. M.

Shoe Repairing A Speciality

W get the

And. riVht hehinrl this nnalíH

fl

prance is Prince Albert's frppHnm
-- u
vvw.a ssfmm
tvliC ClilU
0
viii KifA
Vil
which is cut out by our exclusive patented process.
vc un yuu w smuKo your mi at any clip jimmy
pipe or makin's cigarette without a comeback I
Toppy né bag,, tidy rid Uni, hand$omt pound
and

Jj:;í,gü

' half

pound tin humidort and that ctttur, practical
pound cryttai gla humidor with ponga mohtinor
top that kitpi tht tobacco In $uch ptrfect condition.

W.

J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,

Winiton-Sale-

N.

C

'
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THE CL0V1S NEWS,

1H) r
Friday Morning, Dec.
19th, at 9:00 and Ends

i

ffllStll

FREE!

I

Fri-- t

day morning and making a purchase of any value,
Popular Music, including
that beautiful piece "Christmas Chimes."

118.00 Values at
$30.00 Values ut
$50.00 Values ut
0
Values ut
$75.00 Value lit
$100.00 Values at

$14.40
$24.00
$40.00
$52.00
$65.00
$80.00

$(.-..0-

$.0.00 Vulue at
$ 8.25 Vulues at
$15.00 Values at- -

t

t

BIG BARGAINS
SLIGHTLY USED
PIANOS

UKULELE3

VIOLINS

$ 4.80
$ 6.60

$12.00

$075.00 Values at
$425.00 Values at
$375.00 Values at

$450.00
$200.00
$125.00

GUITARS

.ON EVERYTHING
IN STORE

..:..$

9.G0

.$12.00
$20.00
$30.40

$ 9.60

NEW PIANOS AND
PLAYER PIANOS

$12.00
$33.00

$3.25

Violin Accessories

Vulues at

$2.60

Bowl, Bridget, Tailpieces,
Strings, Rutin, Shoulder Pads,
Chin Retti, Mute Violin Cases.

44

at
at
at

..$1.60

$12.00 Values
$20.00 Values
$38.00 Vulues
$45.00 Values

$3.00
$4.00
$5.48
$6.80

at

at

Mux Cabinet

Beautiful

$16.00
$30.40
$36.00

Cases.

$2.20

POPULAR AND CLASSICAL

$ 9.60

Trombone Oil, Music Clips,
Snare Drum Case, Clarionet acReeds, ..Cleaners,
cessories
Lycrs, Mouthpieces, Mouthpiece
Caps, Reed Holders and Reed

FINE QUALITY
$2.75 Value at

at
at
at
at

Miscellaneous Articles

PIANO DUSTERS

Cable-Nelso-

SHEET MUSIC

MANDOLINS

for Player Rolls or Sheet music
$48.00
$00.00 Value at

n
and
Especially

climato.

Every person buying a NEW PIANO or PLAYER
PIANO during this sale, will be presented with a
free scholarship of one term with the New Mexico
urmservatorv oi music.

Values
Vulues
Values
Values
Values

$2.00
$3.75
$5.00
$0.83
$8.50

Schumann,

We acll the famoui
Buih & Lane, Starr
Pianos.
adapted to this dry

MUSIO STANDS

FREE!

MUSIC SATCHELS

On

$12.00 Vulues at
$15.00 Vulues at
$45.80 Vulues at

Small Size Violins
Valuci at.
Values at
Values ut
Vulues ut

DISCOUNT

FREE!

first 25 persons entering our store on

To the

:

$12.00
$15.00
$25.00
$:8.00

iPJ

20

FREE!

we will present a bundle of

o

r

11

1

I

i

ra

CHRISTMAS IS ALMOST HERE. Take advantage of this sale and buy your
presents at a big saving. Make this a MUSICAL CHRISTMAS. There is nothing
like music. It brings joy and happiness into the home and drives away the blues.

Saturday, Dec. 27th.

I
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f

Sale Begins

'

All the Latest

60c Pieces

is
45c

.,

50c Pieces at

40c

40c Tieces at

30c

25c Tieces at

20c

20c Pieces at

15c

10c Pieces at

8c

RECORDS AND
PLAYER ROLLS
All

the latest

I

Records and

Rolls.

OPEN AT NIGHTS

Croft Music Company

MAIL ORDERS FILLED FOR
OUT OF TOWN PATRONS.
WRITE US YOUR WANTS

at-.-

Son

EXPERT PIANO TUNING
AND REPAIRING A
SFEC1ALTY.

I

East Monroe Ave., Opposite Elks Auditorium

(rtKtT&iwlwfwioñrPñu

is

PERSONAL MENTION
CnntsmiAs Sifts

visitor Monday.

IN THE SEARCH FOR GIFTS FOR MEN
OF TASTE WHO IN MAKING THEIR OWN
SELECTION CONSIDER AUTI I ENTICITY
AND ELEGANCE, IT IS SUGGESTED

;
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Miss Cecilia, duughter of Miv am
.
W. li. Bowman, .returned this
week from an extended visit njt Wich-

ita, Karkas.
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of fine silk or linen. Made in
' ' ;
England. $2.50 to $6.50. ;
"
(JIjOTIIES FOR IUJSINESS,
EVENING. SERVICE
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Jieady-to-put-k- m

Tailored at Fashion Park

'
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The Store pj Quality

'

John F. Smithson of Grady was in
town last Saturday looking after bus
iness matters. Mr. Smithson says his
part of the county ha- been short on
coal but people have managed to get.
al'ng some way. Some have got a
little wood fVom the "brakes but for'
the most part, ho says, people have
just got along with as ittlo fuel as
possible,, demonstrating' how they
can conserve when they are compelled
'
to.

'

rne
i

ana
Customers
GREETINGS

-

.

r
.
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j

m.
J

Custom Service ' .Without
the Annoyance vof a". Try-o- n

t

-

n.
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County Commissioner J. D. Flom- .
.
1.
TI
ing ana lax Assessor ueorRc
attending
are in Santa Fo this week
the tax conference;

:

D

"

To All our

Mi-s-

cóüN-TKY-AN-

'

A. C. Jones and family have re
cently moved to Clovis from Hager

síb-te- r,

.

' Pa jaiv-i'

School will dismiss Friday for a
week's Christmas holiday.

man, N. M., and he will be associated
Chester Taxton of Honolulu is here
with Jiis son, G. E. Jones', in the Nunn
far a two months visit wjth his
Electric Co. Mr. Jones has purchasMrs. Jack Griffith.
Mrs. W. H. Doughton was a visitor
ed a new home on North Connelly
Amarillo last Friday.
to
Collms.
Ben
Street from
Mrs. R. J. Bobier has sold the Gil
lispie hotel and will leave Clovis this
wrik for Tronn, Calif.; where-shplnns to make hot hame.

fl5.50.

'

E. T. Ewlng of Paris, Tenn., is
at the home of R. J. Neal.'

Silk handkerchiefs, $1.25 to $2.50 each.
Silk hosiery, plain and fancy, all colors,
the halt' dozen to a cartoon. $6.00 and
h
$7.50 a cartoon.
to
The ' Neckwear is wmfiHcd rutirely
'
.
foreij-isilks, $1.(X) to $5.00.

4

,.

.

,

!

-

-

i

'.

business trip to
L. L. Kyle made
Elida the latter part of last week.

to.$().50. Madias
(fuaJity.,..
p!'jjuully
.standard
of
shirts
Tailored.' $ LOO to $(.00. ;
'V
'mufflers,
white
woolen
Knitted filk and
and" colors. Extraordinary quality. $1.25

f

'

-

v

Mrs. Glen Burns will leave the last
of this week for Topeka, Kansas,
where she will spend the holidays. .

Silk

A

Mrs. R. E. Rowells continues quite

Regular Communication
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. & A. M.
Tuesday, Dee. 23rd
Degree Work
4
A. J. Whitini. Secretary.

there by big Texas Companies. Another contract has just been let north
east of Tolar.
Now listen, you cannot make any
money working, you have got to gamble a little, take a chance. We can
sell you a dandy good lease ritrht
where the big play is coming off for
just a little money, and if you lose!
(every dime of it (which we guess)
you will) you are not hurt such.
But it might make you a millionaire,
yau don't know. Now we think yoo
ought to' come just ae straight to us
at you can and get on of these leases
while they are cheap, for when the
rigs get to drilling leases are going
to jump and keep on jumping. The
big money is made ahead of the drill
and not behind it. Don't wait until
these good leases ara all sold. Come
in today. Bell & Stewart, next door
U: Elite Confectionery.

Linen handkerchiefs, $1.25 to $2.25 a box.
Monogranied if desired.

i

..

Miss Lcliu Kendall was an Amarillo
visitor the firt of the week.

iick- -

ASSORTMENTS BE REVIEWED.

W. Morris was here from Mel-

rose Monday.

GARNERED,

OUR CAREFULLY

T1LVT

J.

at Tolar end Taiban? There is going
to be some real test wells drilled out

was a

W. F. Love of Melro

Say Boys, did you know that there
poing t3 be something doing oiit

We heve secured the agency for
for the Cleveland Tractor Co. and
can deliver threshing outfits at once.
Remember we will have a public demonstration on Tuesday, Dec. 23, if
Miller-Nas- h
the weather permits.
Motor Co., J. F. Sellers, Sales Man
ltc
ager, Clovis, N. M.
.

We have a nice selection of candy, nuts and' fruits

for the: holiday trade and you can find just what you

want. for. the Christmas, stocking here. We have reMeat Market tp our
cently added'. Jin
solicit a share of your patronage..
, Grocery and,
up-to-da- te

Güv &

son

Successors to O. E. Klien
GROCERIES AND MEATS
Phone 22 -
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that place. But Grady is going to
have to hustle to catch up with Pleas-

f

ant

Hill.

SAL.

Jí'''

'.,S3

FOINT ENTERPRISE

' r

K

J

í

i

i

The Sunday cveninir rervicus wen.'
i! I,y a huge crowd.
A.
Ma
Slruhlf und son, Dale, thn
to leave the latter part of this wvel;
for Indianapolis, Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hyman of Br an
visited nt Mr. Carnahan's Saturday
night nnd Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Briskey of Clovis attended church here Sunday night.
Ernest Walker is at school again
nfter being confined to his home for
a week with the mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Walker attended a musical entertainment at Clovis
Friday night.
Don't forget the Christmas tree
Dec. 23. Be sure and come.
Mr. W. TV Rambo will leave this
week for Hereford, Texas, to join
his family, where they will make
their home.
Mr. Norby Aycock nnd Miss Grace
Lewis were married in Clovis Saturday afternoon. Bro. Struble performed the ceremony. We wish them
a long and pleasant journey through
life.
Anyone who wants to help the
needy, leave your donations with Mrs.
A. Struble and she will deliver them.
BLUE EYES.
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' 'FATTY

...
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ARBUCkLE-vTH-

.

r. Aw

a

in "The HayIn this latest comedy with
"Fatty" he is the Rural Tree Delivery mail carrier, and take it from u
he hunda out letters of smiles. Parof
packages
cels of laiwha und
screens. It certainly is a rip roarinc
comedy. Also showing Mary Pick-for- d

in "The

A..iiv.yM(M

pro-pra-

;

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
4- -

te Ay.

newest picture. An all comedy
with two of your favorite stars
a show that will make you glad
A
you ar; alive.
program that
emenates the spirit of the season:
good cheer.
At the Lyceum Christmas Eve and Christmns Day, December 24th and 25th. Matinee ChristHoodlum." Her new mas Day a 3 :00.

"Futty" Arbuckle

seed."

yAf.vv.

Hayseed'.'

e

able lately. One day very cold, the
next very warm.
The La Paloma Literary Society
will render a program next Friday
ufternoon. All are invited to attend.
Several programs have already been
given by the two societies and more
will be given. Pleasant Hill is climbing rapidly to the top, both in athletics and literary work.
It has not been decided whether
there will be a Christmas tree at the
school house or not, although it is
said that a program will be given.
The
examination will be
held Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. After that the students will almost know whether they will step
into a higher grade or not, at the
end of the year.
It has not yet been announced how
much vacation will be given at Christ-

The Pleasant Hill girls and boys
went to Bellview last Friday afternoon and played busket ball with the
Bellview girls and boys and brought
home two more victories for Pleasant
Hill.
The girls' score was 23 to 4.
The boys' 31 to 1. This ia Bellview's
first girls' basket ball team and they
played exceptionally well.
Miss Elsie Gallagher, one of the
Bellview teachers, came home on a
visit Friday.
A. J. Moorman has been having
trouble with his windmill the past
week.
Miss Anna Wesemann of El Paso
has been in this community visiting
relatives lately, but has now gone to mas.
Kansas to visit her mother.
Grady seems to be coming to the
The weather has been quite chang- - front according to the notes from
mid-ter-

111

PLIGHT OF THE CONSUMER
Dr. Garfield makes a point, in dii
cursing the causes for his resignation,
which the public will not overlook,
namely, that the president has announced his purpose to appoint one
coal miner, one coal operator and one
man representing the consuming public to investigate the condition of coal
mining and selling and recommend a
completo rearrangement of wages and
prices.
s
of the commission will
be interested in maintaining higher
prices the miner, sd Sat he can
draw higher wages, and the operator
so that he can mfke hichcr profits
The consumer, who pays the bills, will
have one vote in three. The cards
will be stacked against him. Albuquerque Journal.
Two-third-
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slock of candies,' fruits and nuts

to fill their stockings with. We have put in a

hg stock

Don't put this important part of the Christmas buying off
until the last minute for you cannot afford to let it go undone.
is fresh and nice.

The Christmas Dinner
We have everything for the Christmas dinner ar.d for the special holiday
meals. Mince Meat, Kaisins, Cake ingredients and everything you want- to
-

help you enjoy the holiday dinners.
This store has enjoyed a fine year's business for which we wish to thank our
customers and friends and for each of you we wish a

Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year
Plains Buying&Selling

(r

Association
"BUSINESS IS GOOD"

To our Stockholders and
Customers

wuiwiawwMBWMaHnwMwiwHnaaa

1

South Main St

I

CRADY SCHOOL NOTES

It is jubt befare the holidays, and
everybody seems to be in more of a
rush than usual, but t'.ie school work
gcee on just the ssmo.
Tho debaters and declaimers are
very busy on t'.icir part of the prodelivered probgram which is to
ably the nijht of the 24th.

I

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

I

til

í

Let There Be No Discords
It four Ford ear is out of tunc, there is undoubtedly very good reason for it.
And the best war to find that reason, and have it remedied, is to jump in and
drive to our authorized Service station, where one of our mechanics who ia
thoroughly acquainted with the Ford mechanism and who knows the Ford way
to adjust or repair your car, can tune it up in a garage that is properly equip
ped to give real Ford service. Then, too we never use initiation parts only,
the Genuine Ford-madstrong and durable. They wear from thirty to soventy
five per cent longer than the counterfeit parts that are softer and more cheaply
made. In fact it is dangerous to human life to use initiation parts, and it is not
fair to your Ford car or your pocket book.
We are a part of the gigantic Ford Service organization whose purpose it is
to serve the owners of all Ford cars and trucks; we have more than a passing
interest in your car. Prompt service is given on all work from a' minor ad-justment to a motor overhaul. Drive in and see the facts for yourself there
too much money invested in your Ford car to miss connections with the auth
orized Ford dealers.
e,

CriSATIga I íICI PrVAV GAIUG3

for the holidays and it

!

Dr. Carver of Melrose and R. A.
Crawford visited our school on Monday, Dee. 8th; Dr. Carver delivered
a short lecture to the boys and girls
of the school. We were indeed glad
ta have him visit us and earnestly
desire hit return at tome future date.
Our water equipment hat not been
completed, but it taket time to do
anything worth while.
The five members of each, Curry
and Claxton, have been very buty in
collecting money for the purpose of
decorating the tide of the auditorium
ana utetr unriatrau tree. Thii mon
ey la al
for the purpose of giving
each boy and girl a sack of nuta, can
dy, ete.1 Bring 'year boya and girls,
let than aa well as yourself enjoy the
Chriatmaa spirit
Mr. George flmlthson paid a a
vltH Friday afternoon. It la nothing
anaraal to ata a cttiaea of the torn
asunity flatting air aehoo).
Or. Bala and Mr. Huffman visited
the primar aoetatx laat Friday after
noon. They gave a report of having
enjoyed their program Immensely.
Iran the aman children are tUpping

ta the tana af the tattling ef the
baty world.
One of the high aehoo! boya waa

eemaeltatto miat two day of school
aa account af aieknom Evtry day
repereaenta a notch In a lever, every

aba day It tatka ana notch
patting yoa ap with the ether ma-entnery, namely, the aehool.
One of the girls who ia hoarding
at lira, ft, A. Crawford! wat lighting
a lamp when tome aparka flew off
and aauglt something afire, which ra
tutted in the burning af toma af her
lotheo and Injured the house to
tome extent.
The Christmas treat will he pro
cured ahead af tima if possible, on
account af the probability
of its
coming a now and preventing it
'
Mr. Cattle tart ha doet not like
theea New Mexico winds. Of eourte
ha ia from fronsssoe.
Mr. Blckley, our County 8uperin
Undent, vltited at all dty Monday,
Tie visited our room daring the time

tima yoa

1

Clovis, N. M.

of the lutin clus, and this pave him
n chance to know just who were lead
ing and who were sitting near the
foot. Mr. Bickley knows the trials oi
Latin claw, therefore he consolea
us by making a short talk on it Out
principal has taken Latin under Mr
Rickley, so if you want to know
something about Mr. Rhotan's Latin
career, ask the County Superinten
dent.
Would not Grady school builtlint
be a lovely place if it were surround
ed by some kind of beautiful trees?
All of the passers-b- y
would stop and
enjoy the beautiful thade and cool
air, when the sultry days of the sum
mer months arrive. Grady can be
made much more attractive just by
a little thought and work.
Audry Fedric, a pupil.

e

t)

LOCUST CJtOVa NOTU

Thit teema to ho ho killlna tima
thit part ef the woods, aa saver!
ara butchering thla week.
ra. w. A. Ban af north ef Tat
lea wat vldtinf her danghter, Mr
Cbh Randol, laat Wednesday.
Several attended the aalt at kta
Oliver! hat Thursday.
Messrs. Arthur Can. Oman Iab
fen and WiUard Ed WUllaaa tutor
ed ta Tortolea Sunday.
Mr. John Battel) and family acred on Mr. Ike Goedske't placa Ue
week, where the will nuke thai
home thla year.
Mr. R. N. Hosier and famito rta.
ited Mr and Mrs. lobar Williams,
of Fairfield 8unday.
Mean Bam Bando!, Bart Oobeno
t
and famlllea'Tiaited at T. . Bando!'
Sunday.
8everat from thla tammanltv were,
in

Clovis

visitón last Saturday.
will be a week' vacation It
aehool darina Chriatmaa weak. Thar;
will ha a Chriatmaa tree an Wadaatv
dy nicht, Deo. Ith Ton are eorf.
ially Invited to tomo.
CBOeS-ITK- S
JAKX

mart

! ha? a started ay bJelfi)
and win ha an the toad at aS tesát
with a Ml Une f geoda.
Hut, 111 Mann CantaSy tX, Ha

wr

IT.

WOVEN FICKST FEMCS FCX
STACK LOTS, THXZE AND FCUB
FOOT HEIGHTS.

I
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Harrison & Pinkerton's

p

T7

V

HAVENER ITEMS

i

1

Mc-Ge- e.

ON

,

Monday, December 22, 1919
Beginning promptly at 1:00 o'ciock on the W. A.
Harrison farm 3 miles east and 2 miles north of
Grady.
Mr. Harrison is moving to Grady and must dispose oi his stock and Mr.
Pinkerton has more stock than he can pasture and they take this means of
disposing of the following property: .

26 Head of Cattle
14 head of Red Poll and Red Shorthorn cows from 2 to 6 years
1 red White Face bull 2 years old
6 red cows 4 to 6 years old
i

Extra good,

red cow 3 years old
4 red White Face cows 3 to 4 years old
1

I

John Deere riding cultivator.

1

go devil

J. I. Case Lister

1

s.

:

I

Implements
1

Mils Lula Mitchell is spending the
week with Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Old Chester, why didn't you
'.'y..
'
'
:,
t
invito some of us boys to stay this
f If"
week at your home?
Two couples frj.ti Blacktower wote
at tho singing at Havener Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Myers and Mrs.
Rogers of Clovis visited their daughter, Misa Turner, Sunday.
Ranchvale correspondent, it seems
you shculd know it 3 not the dairy
at Tatum's but the milkmaid that attracts one of your boys.
Mrs. Maxwell paid Mr. Cox, the
dcntiBt at Clovis a visit last Friday,
Vie understand she left the office
one tooth-los- s
but not tear-lesMr. Vernon Elliott left for Texas
last Tuesday morning.
Guess the
poor fellow was tired eating his own
cooking.
Mrs. Anderson is still confined to
her room most of the timo.
Fre Davis, you're a bad boy, yet
we are glad you are home with us
. .
this Christmas. Don't you know that
$12 pics were just as good to Jake WM.
Furthermore
HART IN
I owned a Modiste Shop.
as if they had cost $50. We have an
he a lumberjack
had to run it.
"JOHN PETTICOATS"
extra kind feeling for both of you and
Did he run it?
You'll say so
when you go to war again take me Hit Lain! Paramount Artcraft Pic- laughr. There's a bushel of
along. I'm glad I will be old enough
fun a smashing battle fora good
tura.
then.
woman's name a pretty romance
Singing at Mr. Weathers' Sunday
All dressed up and miserable, aw what's the use. It's an entirely
evening was well attended. It speaks Gosh! How he wanted to see the boys different Bill Hart picture and you
well for communities to have good back home in the lumber camp! And will enjoy it. There's also a dandy
!the good o'd "hoe down" and hob- - good two reel comedy and a monkey
and well attended singings.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ledbettcr en- -' nailed boots poundin' time to Lem plays the star part you'll like this
comedy too. See this program Satjoyed a visit from their children on Barton's mouth organ.
Saturday and Sunday.
But here he was all dolled up for urday night, December 20th, at the
Mr. Editor, come anj visit us. a night with the "swells" and he Lyceum. Try to get in I
Everybody around here have killed mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.
hogs and ha-- e plenty of bread, and pQUND CURIOSITY
I
C. A. Roberson, promoter of the
oil stoves and nreiess cooKers to mane
IN AN OIL WELL big tire and rubber company of Tex-more bread if it runs short. We mean
Ico, was here this week In the interest
this, Mr. Editor.
R. D. Matthews hat a problem for
a truck line from Texico to Tucum- The school boys are running around
of fibre
scientists to unravel-api- ece
He nd other hav. finilhe(j
mightly." They want to get ready
imbedded in a rock which was secur- - their survey which was intended for
for a basket ball game with
They say we may get beat ed In the Big Spring Production Co's. an interurban but they are now
well west of this city at depth uring on putting in a truck line which
but it is worth while for them ts find
out what kind of a feeling we have of 1100 feet. He was examining the would be more economical and answer
for our neighbors and old friends. cuttings coming from tho well at the the purpose for which it is being
If Havener wjns, she'll want to go to 1100 foot mark when he encountered built the securing of coal from
curosity.
The fibre, which is cumcari after it has been brought
St. V rain; if winner there, she'll do
(g)
about two inches long, is similar to here from the Dawson minea. Tu-tlike Lee when he invaded the North
fibre in a manila rope and is cumcari Newt.
Nothing like ambition
go to Clovis.
firmly imbedded in a piece of hard
it runs in the right direction.
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
blue rock. Big Spring Herald.
THE HOBO.

About 5 Doz. Plymouth Rock and Leghorn Hens
Neighbors may bring in some implements to be sold after other stock is sold.

S

Black-towe-

r.

fig-te- st

TERMS:

All turn under $10.00 caih in kan J. Ortr thai amount 12 month
lima ea approved nota, fearing 10 par cant interest from cíala, or S par
cant discount for cub.

Tu-th- is

he

Harrison & Pinkerton, Owners
Tate

&

,

Dennis & Son, Clerks.

Ramey, Auctioneers

S
i
X

m

X

!

x

x

Our hardware store is filled with useful things for the
wholo family. We cannot begin to name everything in
our stock that is suitable for gifts.
Washing Machines
.

'

Pocket Knives

'

Electrical Appliances
Boys Wagons
Bicycles
Percolators
' '.

..

..

..........

Stoves and Ranges' t
And hundreds of other things.

Three Years of Test
on Every Kind of Road
Men famous for their success in the great automobile
industry, men experienced in the design and building of the
finest cars, are the men who conceived and developed and
are now manufacturing in large numbers the new Cleveland
Six. Their skill and sincerity are built into this car.
The Cleveland Six, new to the
general public but tested for
nearly three years in the shops
and laboratory and on the roadr
and built now m the most modern
of automobile plants, brings
power and comfort and beauty
of design at a' price others have
'
not approached.
Fiva Passenger

Skarda Hardware Co.
m

AILVM
HttUl UU
1s. We want you

It

......

.

yourself, bcipre you
order a new car, what unusual
value in power, comfort, beauty,
endurance and economy this
convince

'

'

$138J ' Three Passenger Roadster $1383
(F. O. B. Factory.)

SALES CO.

D

ROM IE H. JONES,

Offic

Manr

Clovii, N. M.

Over Denhof Jewalry Co.

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE CO., CLEVELAND,
'

--

to realize, to

Touring Cor

CHANDLER-CLEVELAN-

Phone 1S7

We want you to get acquainted
with the Cleveland Six. We

OHIO
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This Store Offers A Host of Useful Articles

'And

what a wide variety to choose fren! One can find almost any sort of gift
a dainty handkerchief, or many others, including Coats and Suits.

r.

a small Ivory piece,

v
''--

I'

IT WILL SOON BE TOO LATE TO SHOP EARLY

J

i
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SO SHOP AS EARLY AS YOU CAN

Important Reductions on

Gift Furs

Ready-to-we- ar

These Holiday prices are adding interest to the popularity of
choosing Furs for GIFTS.

FOR LADIES AND MISSES
FROM TODAY UNTIL CHRISTMAS

20

We arc offering you these garments, that which is newest and
best in both style and fabric.

25 '1c
Urr
,

333

THESE COATS are the last word in style and fab- ric correctness, jnere are models or all the various
lengths and colors. Many are Fur trimmed.

Blouses for Gifts

Half
.
iHCe

Why Agitate Yourself?

Some are elaborate, others are
simple, but all deserve the gift
seekers' attention from now until Christmas.

.
THE HOLIDAY SEASON brings many occasions
Jo demanding a new frock. There is both pleasure and
t('01101liy m choosing- one of these at this attractive
reduction.

OFF

Reduction

-

Chasing all over to find him a Christmas Gift
wlien we are showing so many articles that will
suit him toa"T"i

20 (o off

WINTER SUITS'of assured style and equally
sured warmth.
suits, but offered
at a sacrifice to make room for new arrivals.

ATTRACTIVE
dresses
for growing girls dresses
of Silks, Messalincs and
woolen fabrics
TWENTY PER CENT OFF

COATS fori he small miss
are offered too, in this showing of winter garments.
TWENTY PER CENT OFF

F'rinslance:
JIOSK
GLOVES

TIES
BELTS

SHIRTS

SHOES
BATI11ÍOIJKS

HOUSE SLIITEIÚS

R

w,

V

J

HATS

MILITARY BRUSHES

Camisoles, Teddies, Gowns,
Bloomers, Petticoats, Brassieres
and a few noveltv Boudoir Cans.

.uikar t&Co.

OPEN EVENINGS:

CAPS
COLLAR BAGS
OR

AKIRSC1IBAUMSUIT

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Before Christmas

1L

I.

everybody present received a nice
Christmas gift.
Delicious refreshments were served.
Those who enjoyed Mrs. Power's hos-

pitality were:

CHRISTMAS DANCE
The Elks will have their
Christmas dance on Christmas
Invitations have been issued
very enjoyable occasion is

Mcsdames Tipton, Suman, Boppenmcyer, Greenleaf, Chambers, Whittaker, Williams, MontgomMr. and Mrs. Henry 0. Robinson on ery, Loopcr Sr., Lcoper, Jr., Barris,
North Mitchell. There will be a Christmas, Powers, and Misses Ruby
annual Christmas tree, refreshments and an Suman,
Thelma
Tipton,
Audrey
Baird and Marion Rogers.
night. enjoyable timo is anticipated.
and a
BENEFIT DANCE
MACCABEES ENTERTAIN
The Ladies of the Maccabees held

The Thursday

Auction

Club will

a social meeting at the h:me of Mrs. give a benefit dancé Dec. 29th, at
W. T. Powers, Tciosdny afternoon, the Elks Home, the proceeds going
Dec. 12th. Miss P.uhy Suman gave toward the continued support of a

HUSTLER CLASS TO
ENTERTAIN FRIDAY EVE

The Hustler Clau of the Christian some humorous readings which wcte French orphan, the club having obSunday School will entertain Friday high'
njoyed. A feature of the" ligated itself to furnish funds necesevening of this week at the home of aftcr..uon wn3 a Christmas stocking, sary to taking care of an unfortunate
French child.

Let th

"PACIFIC MUTUAL" protect
you and your loved ones against the five
great storms of life:

MERRY MATRONS

Mrs. Dnlton Rued was hostess Tues
day afternoon of this week to the
Merry Matrons' Club. Dainty re
A farewell reception was given at
freshments were served.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. I. Boyd
on Gidding Street last Friday evenTHURSDAY AUCTION CLUB
ing in honor of Rev. and Mrs. S. B.
FAREWELL

Which Umbrella Do You Carry?

Culpepper, who left this week for
Wellington, Texas, where Mr. Cul
pepper has accepted the pastorate of
the Baptist Church. A four course
dinner was served which consisted of
turkey and all the good things that
go with it. Covers were laid for
twelve, those present being: Rev. and
Mrs. J. H. Shcpard, Rev. and Mrs.
Williams, Rev. and Mrs. Holifield,
Rev. and Mrs. Freeman, Rev. and
Mrs. Jctt and Rev, and Mrs. Culpepper. Mr. Holif icld acted as toast- master during the evening and toasts
were responded tD by all the minis
ten present. The occasion 'Was a
most enjoyable one, made sad by
only one thaught
the fact that one
of the pastors present was leaving
Clovis to accept work elsewhere.

RECEPTION

Ktsststits?brRi
The- New

Auction Club met
W. H. Duck- worth, with Mrs. F. M. Malone as
substitute guest.
The Thursday

CLASSIFIED

gas claims on government land in
Eddy or Chaves counties, Now Mexico. 2ft cents an acre 20 acres and
up.
Address B. A. Snyder, El Do1
rado, Kans.

ADS

2-- 1

For Sule Corn and all kinds of
For Sale or Trade Seven passenbundle feed. Phone 304.
ger six cylinder Oakland. See MasFor Sale Six room house on ter son Mercantile.
North Mitchell. See W. B. Davis,
For Sule A nice lot of practically
owner at 406 N. Mitchell.
new furniture. Call at 709 North
For Sale Four room modern Conm lly Street or phpne No. 326 or
house, barn, good out buildings, close No. 6.
in, ideal location, 3 blocks from. Main
Wantcd Furnished room, furnace
Street. E. Peterson, at Court House.
or steam heat, bath room, hot water,
twerty or thirty a month. "X" care
For Sale Pigs, weighing from 40 News office.
ltc
to 60 lbs. Jas. M. Bickley, Clovis,
10 room modern house, one block
New Mexico.
from Main street. A snap. Price
Let me locate your placer oil and $4,500. Bell & Stewart.

I
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fCHtKCK FH1INTI

"FATTY"
ARBUCKLE

this week with Mrs.

I

THE HAYSEED"
WHITT1N

ANO

PllltCTtO

IV

MTV

AUUCM.C

-

.'fX'M
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1. Sickness.
2. Accident.
3. Permanent Total
Disability.

4.

--0- 1d

Age.

5. Death.

Progressive
Shoe Shop
BOOTS AND SHOES

R.J.NEAL,

;

'

F.E. WllkerS
105 S.

CLOVIS, N. M.

NOTICE!

NOTICE

I

We are now able to rehandle, re,
grind and hone straight blade mora,
safety rasor blades, and anything in
the line of surgical instrumenta. All
work ! guaranteed to give satisfac
Hon.'
Southwestern

ALSO

F3ARV PICECFOKP
IN

Drug Company.

(I.
O. W. MOORE
Public Accountant
Audita, Systems, Investigations
Puckett Bldg. Amarillo, Texas

HOODLUM"

The Two Latest Pictures by These Favorites
AT THE

Old Legs Refooted

The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company
Of California

I

THE

Made to Order

Buy life insurance which FULLY COVERS YOU.
Ask about our multiple protection policy.
IT PAYS 5 WAYS

NOTICE

Main Street

Refular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Monday Evening , Dee. 22nd
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
R, J. Neal, Recorder.

Christmas Eye and Christmas Day
DECEMBER 24th and 25th
Matinee Christmas Day at 3:00

THE CLGVIS IJEW3, TKUHSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1513
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ppy and Exhilarating Mental Spirit
Good Effect on People,
Medical Observers.
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Christmas

i reeling

Christinas Boxes.

Cards. Fancy Stationery. Cigars in
A large assortment of Cigarettes in

Fruits.

Christinas Boxes.

Christmas Candies
An enormous stock of candies received fresh for the

Christmas trade. Christmas is not like Christmas without
candy. Let us fill your Christmas order. Nothing makes

without seeing the
Christmas

a Itetter or more acceptable gift than., a hox of our high

grade candies.

giaa parents, ana

All sizes and prices.

We can take your" subscription for

far metropolis

your favorite maga

zines.

cracKling
and
children.
shouts
And even our
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Useful Christmas
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The gift to one that all may enjoy. It gives a lasting
memory of the giver and means entertainment in years
to come.

has a tone quality that surIt plays all records better than any other machine and

m

convinced that this is the instrument you want.
be
and
store
Gall
our
all.
at
passes
The most popular Phonograph on the market

tf77
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NUNN ELEGTRIG GOMPANY
OF GLOVIS
202 N. MAIN ST.

PHONE 476
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Gifts that are practical are always more graciously received than gifts which are purely
ornamental. You can't make any mistake in
presenting them to your friends and relations.
Any of them we have listed here will be sure to
be geeted with many "Thank you's."
Only 5 More Days To Do Your Xmas Shopping

.

I

Fancy Linens

A Superb Assortment of

GIVE GREAT PLEASURE
The young lady will put it in
her Hope ('host, the housekeeper
needs it to freshen up the home.
The scarcity of linen makes it
doubly welcome. We have an
unusually attractive assortment
of fine linen pieces.
No other gift can equal

Furs
writer is

An observant

fre-

quently quoted as saying "Every
woman who wears Kurs has soft
beautiful eves." The happiness
reflected in any woman's eyes
receives a gift from these carefully selected and fashionable
Furs will rival the becoming
softness of the Fur against the
face.
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Beautiful Dresses
Reduced for Christmas Shoppers
Equally handsome in design,
rich in material and perfect in
No written deworkmanship.
of
these
dresses can do
scription
them justice.
..$oi).00
Dresses
$79.00 Dresses
$65.00 Dresses
..$42.95
$60.00 Dresses
$55.00 Dresses
..$:9.oo
$45.00 Dresses
$40.00 Dresses
$:?5.(M) Dresses
..$26.7.)
..$18.85
$25.00 Dresses
..$15.00
$20.00 Dresses
$12.98 Poplin Dresses....$10.00

Silk Underwear
A Happy Thought for Appropriate Giving
In making up one's gift list
will be very important when one
sees these delightful new arrivals. Of Crepe do Chine wash
Satin. Georgette and Ribbon,
with dainty trimming ideas of
medalions,
Georgette
tucked
little sprays of embroidery and
novel yoke effects, formed by
rows of fine laces. Their giftlike daintiness exceeds their reasonable prices.

Sweeping Reductions on

Ladies' Suits
Do vou know
$125.(K) Suits

that vou can buv

for..!

$89.00 Suits for....
$75.00 Suits for
$69.00 Suits for
$59.00 Suits for
$45.00 Suits for
$40.00 Suits for

$79.(M)

$65.00
$50.00
$45.00
$40.00
$:!5.0()
$:?0.00

Coats Reduced
Handsome cloth coats with fur
collars, elegant plain cloth coats
and fancy plush coats all go at
reduced prices. She will be glad
to receive one of these coats for
Christmas.

They are navy blue serge with
while nr rod braid and lacings.
Their deep ynkes and tiny slash
poekot might be mentioned, too,
1o show that these are strietly
desirable " liegiilat ion Middy
.Mloiisi's" which every school
miss knows are entirely correct.

Wc men's

Smart Footwear
FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS
I hippy will be
he woman who
all by herself, unwraps tissue
and Holly ribbon from a boxed
gift on ( 'hrist mas morn and finds
disclosed a pair of Slippers or
smart Hoots from our stock.
Fine kids in black, mahogany
and Heaver brown, high Louis
heel and medium heel, made over
slender graceful lasts.
1

4

T

j-

of ihe holidays now demand
tention

to

suitable

at-

footwear.

Here are Men's Dress Shoes of
worth, in fine Calf leathers, soft
and kangaroo, in
blacks, tan and mahogany in the
latest English lasts and straight
lasts.

Isn't

An Interesting Group of Smart

Hand Bags

Like

The distinct individuality of
cut and style features, distinguish these attractively priced
Hand Hags as suitable gifts.
They are of leather, velvet and
silk, with tiny, neat clasps or
fancy frames, and all have inside
compartments fitted with
mirror and coin
purse. Several are studded with
contrasting beads, while Olivers
are entirely beaded in beautiful
designs.

A
Man?
All the worry over what a man
might like as a Christmas gift
will vanish like a bubble when
one sees these new assortments

of handsome shirts. Kvery man
is simply sure to like them.
Choosing is easy because the assortment of patterns is so varied
and materials range from striped
Silks to less expensive Fibre
Silks and Madras.

y j.
I

SUA

SPECIAL DISPLAY OF

Men's Gift Ties

'l.ri

PR!

In ihe

Santa says

"Here's Your Middy"

IN FINE LEATHERS
The approehing social affairs

That
Just

satisfactory gift is

never difficult for the woman
who has the advantage of this
complete showing. It embraces
all the latest and most pleasing
novelties in ruffles, collars for
round neck dresses, long roll collars and vestees.

Men's Dress Shoes

kid leathers

Christmas Neckwear
Choosing a

.

You'll be Proud of These

Children's Shoes
FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING
Many parents in remarking
that their children have expressed a wish for a gift of Shoes have
also expressed appreciation of
Ihe comfort, utility and beauty
eiiinbined in our display of Children's Footwear.
Whelher ihe choice terminates
in Dress Shoes. School Shoos or
Rubber Roots, hero are attractively priced assortments lo keep
he feet warm and give a high decree of service.

Hats and Caps
Thai's the way any man will
about these stylish soft
Felts, Fur Caps and Wool Caps.
They're of good malcriáis and
show good workmanship, in all
ihe 1;it est colors and slyles.
feel

House Slippers
Fells for Men and Women in a
wide range of colors ami sly los.
Few gifls promise more cheerful
hours of comfort Ihan those
which these House Slippers will
bring.

matter of choosing an
acceptable gift for a man or boy,
one may bo sure of being on the
safe side when Ihe choice ends ill
such Ties as Ihese. From Ihe
new knitted Silk Tics ami Silk
Foulard Ties, which are occupying every well dressed man's
rijdii now, to the Windsor Ties for very young boys,
gratifying assortments are hero
in special gift displays.

Men's Gift Hosiery

A

By the Pair or by the Box
No danger of this gift not
f you're not
pleasing a man.
(piile svfrc of what colors and
weights nion prefer, we suggest,
Ihese satisfying brands lhat are
comfortable, fit properly and arc
shown in different weights in
wanted shades, as well as in
black and while.
I

KENDAL
DRY GOODS CO.

1

